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Abstract

The high-profit digital gaming industry has merged with the increasing interest in transforming everything into cloud services, which leads to a novel concept called cloud gaming. In this thesis, we aim to investigate the optimization of quality of experience (QoE) for cloud gaming system, while considering different challenges, system constraints and service requirements.

First, we investigate video compression technologies based on existing cloud gaming system, in which the cloud hosts the game engine and streams rendered gaming videos to players through the Internet. We propose to cooperatively encode cloud gaming videos of different players in the same game session, in order to leverage inter-gamer redundancy. This is based on an observation that game scenes of close-by gamers have non-trivial overlapping areas, and thus adding inter-gamer predictive video frames may improve the coding efficiency. Selected games are analyzed and the trace-driven simulations demonstrate the efficiency of proposed system.

Second, we introduce a novel decomposed cloud gaming paradigm, which supports flexible migrations of gaming components between the cloud server and the players’ terminals. We present the blueprint of the proposed system and discussed the cognitive resource optimization for the proposed decomposed cloud gaming system under distinct targets. This includes the minimization of cloud, network, and terminal resources and response delay, subject to QoE assurance, which is formulated as a graph partitioning problem that is solved by exhaustive searches. Extensive simulation results show the
feasibility of cognitive resource management in a cloud gaming system to efficiently adapt itself to variations in the service environments, while satisfying different QoE requirements for gaming sessions.

Finally, we explore the practical approach for the decomposed cloud gaming paradigm. We design the system framework and seek the engineering solutions for practical issues. Following these discussions, we implement the very first experimental testbed called ubiquitous cloud gaming platform. Three game prototypes are built on our testbed, which can demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of our proposal. Experiments have been conducted to show that intelligent partitioning leads to better system performance, such as lower response latency and higher frame rate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past years, digital game has become one of the most profitable products in the software marketplace and is considered the main beneficiary of digital video industry over their rival cinema. Driven by the latest designed consoles and computer games, there is an increasing population of players involved in this kind of entertainment. Moreover, total time consumed in digital games has dramatically raised, thanks to universal mobile devices and diversified mobile games. Among the most popular downloads in the application market, mobile games now dominate digital entertainment resources as a way for people to spend their idle time. According to Newzoo’s Global Games Market Report, worldwide video game revenues is projected to reach $107 billion in 2017. The market becomes more engaging when the game developers start to deliver the same gaming contents through different platforms, where players are able to access identical gaming contents from different devices, at anywhere, anytime. Ideally, the controlling manner and graphical user interface (GUI) should be consistent on different platforms. We refer this kind of service paradigm as ubiquitous gaming.

The heterogeneous infrastructures of users’ terminals (e.g., networks, operating system, input devices and screen size), introduce many research challenges and opportunities. One of the most critical concerns is the diversity of hardware constraints of terminals: some of them have sufficient power to render complicated three-dimensional (3D) gaming scenes (e.g., game consoles and desktop personal computers (PCs)), while others still need improvement in executing sophisticated video games for gaming
enthusiasts (e.g., smart phones, tablet and laptop). In addition, the installations of games are becoming burdens for the limited internal storage in a mobile terminal. Also, heavy battery consumption for mobile games is another significant consideration, especially when battery drain is always a big concern for smartphone users.

Figure 1.1: Illustration of Conventional Cloud Gaming Architecture

Realizing the cloud’s virtually infinite processing power, cloud gaming becomes one of the most active research topics [1]. As an emerging software solution, it transforms traditional gaming software into Gaming as a Service (GaaS). In general, the concept of cloud gaming refers to the approach of offloading game engines to the cloud server, so that the players’ terminals can utilize the rich resources from the cloud to enhance their functionality. In other words, cloud gaming offers a thin-client approach for computer games by having all game data stored in the cloud’s data centers and enabling computation-intensive tasks to be offloaded to the cloud. With this paradigm, it enables players to gain full access to their personalized game environments from any mobile
device and virtually anywhere. Therefore, players can overcome the intrinsic constraints of their substandard terminals, such as incompatible operating system, limited storage, insufficient computational capacity and battery drain problem. For instance, you can even play World of Warcraft on a tablet! Fig. 1.1 illustrates the conventional cloud gaming architecture.

Same as most cloud computing applications, cloud gaming services have advantages over traditional software systems. For example, *Scalability* to overcome the constraints of terminal hardware, including processing capacity, data storage and battery in mobile devices; *Ubiquitous and Cross-Platform Support* to provide immersive gaming experience; *Cost-effectiveness* for system development and software distribution; etc. Moreover, cloud gaming model exhibits more attractive features, which include: i) *Effective Anti-Piracy Solution*: Since the binary code is hosted on a secure cloud server, GaaS model is a potential solution to the long-time troubling piracy problems. In the meantime, transforming from game developing companies to game service providers is considered a more efficient and advanced business model, and as a result brings in higher profit. ii) *Click-and-Play*: Installation time is saved for players since the game copies do not need to be downloaded and set up in game terminals anymore. Nowadays, the size of gaming programs is significantly increased, yet many games are hardly, or even ever, played after they are installed. As a result, “Click-and-Play” attracts more potential player’s attention.

The industry has started to seize opportunities for cloud gaming. G-Cluster, OnLive, and Gaikai were the most famous ones among the commercial providers. G-cluster has been building cloud gaming services since the early 2000’s. In particular, G-cluster publicly

---

2. http://www.g-cluster.com/
demonstrated live game streaming\(^5\) over WiFi to a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) in 2001, and a commercial game-on-demand service in 2004. G-cluster’s service has to be tightly coupled with several third-party companies, including game developers, network operators, and game portals. This can be partially attributed to the less mature Internet connectivity and data centers, which force G-cluster to rely on network quality of service (QoS) supports from network operators. In the late 2000’s, emerging cloud computing companies started offering cloud gaming services over the Internet, represented by OnLive and GaiKai. OnLive was made public in 2009 to provide a subscription based service, and hosted its servers in several states within the US, as a mean to control geographical latency. OnLive ran into financial difficulty in 2012 and ceased operations in 2015 after selling their patents to Sony. Gaikai, on the other hand, offered cloud gaming service using a different business model. They allowed users to try new games without purchasing and prompted the options for users to buy the game at the end of each gameplay. Therefore, GaiKai is more of an advertisement service to game developers for boosting sales. GaiKai was acquired by Sony in 2012, which led to a new cloud gaming service, Play Station Now, that launched in 2014.

In these commercialized cloud gaming system, video games are hosted on cloud servers and the gaming video frames are encoded by the streaming server before being transmitted over the Internet to the clients, which include interactive televisions, desktop PCs, smartphones, etc. In turns, the players’ inputs are delivered to a cloud server and accepted by the game content server directly \(^3\). In this context, the cloud is intrinsically an interactive video generator and streaming server, while the mobile devices function as the event controller and video player that can run sophisticated games despite their restricted hardware. Nevertheless, those cloud-based video games still suffer from the bandwidth bottleneck of Internet access. The bandwidth constraints restrict the bit rate

\(^5\)At that time, the term cloud is not yet well-known.
of gaming videos, while the jitter and delay affect the quality of experience (QoE) for the players. Therefore, technologies regarding real-time video rendering, compressing, and transmission quality of service (QoS) control become the most critical issues for system design \[4\][5]. The QoE becomes even poorer with the scenario of portable terminals with mobile networks. Even though stream-based cloud gaming service providers claim that streaming gaming videos to mobile devices can eliminate the hardware constraints of mobile devices, they also have to admit that the QoS of the existing system can not be guaranteed, since real-time video transmission requires low-latency and high-bandwidth network access. Yet, the unstable quality of the Internet infrastructure still affects all device users \[6\][5]. On the other hand, the capacity of mobile terminals has made remarkable enhancements, thanks to the rapid development of hardware design and technologies. Under this circumstance, another approach in providing cloud gaming services is browser game \[7\], which requires reliance on online social network sites with a massive number of users (e.g., FarmVille on Facebook). In a typical browser game, the gaming contents, including data and all of the gaming procedures, are stored and executed within the cloud, while the gaming graphics and videos are rendered by the browser, instructed by the returns from the cloud server. Compared to the normal solution of cloud-based video games, browser games leave the presentation functionality to the browsers, in order to eliminate the high bandwidth consumption for gaming video transmission. According to the study of above two types of cloud gaming, we identify that browser game is more efficient in the use of communication resources, at the expense of a heavier computation load in the user’s device.

As stated in \[8\], the distinction between commercial video streaming and browser games are the different proportion of offloading: the former offloads everything into the cloud, while the latter only offloads the game logic.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Related Works

Many researchers from all over the world have already contributed to this topic. The first literature \[1\] that introduced the cloud gaming model to the academia was published in 2009, nine years after the G-cluster’s demonstration of cloud gaming technology at Electronic Entertainment Expo (E3). The authors describe gaming as cloud computing’s killer application and depict the blueprint of novel gaming delivery paradigm, proposed by Advanced Micro Devices (AMD), that computes a game’s graphics, compress them, and sends them out over the Internet so that online gamers can run the results on platforms that are too computationally puny to render the graphics on their own. This is the most popular definition of cloud gaming adopted by most of the research work in this area. However, a recent publication \[9\] provides a more general definition, by envisioning a new cloud-based computer game architecture that leverages abundant and inexpensive cloud resources to support improved rendering techniques, and ensure shorter response times, better precision and higher fairness. It enables workload distribution among multiple cloud servers and game clients. Stepping forward, another work \[8\] explores the partitioning of the essence of cloud games into inter-dependent components, thus, defines cloud gaming as leveraging cloud resources to execute several gaming modules, thereby reducing terminal workload and increasing efficiency. According to different integration approach of cloud, the authors identify and discuss the research directions of three cloud gaming architectural frameworks: Remote Rendering, Local Rendering and Cognitive Resource Allocation.

After the successful official launch of OnLive in March 2010, the business model for cloud gaming becomes a hot topic in the research community. Riingu-kalliosaari et al. \[10\] conducted interview-based qualitative study to observe the dynamics related to the adoption of cloud computing within small and medium sized gaming organizations. With grounded theoretical method, the authors find that cloud gaming is relatively well-known
in the game organizations, yet they still need more clear business models and success stories to convince them to adopt cloud computing services and technology. To this end, Ojala et al. [11] started their investigations on developing business models for cloud gaming services. As a case study for software as a service (SaaS), the authors selected G-cluster, one of the most famous cloud gaming company, and analyzed its business model over five years from 2005 to 2010. They concluded that cloud gaming leads to a business model that is simpler and has fewer factors, which increases the revenue per user. In addition, they also suggested that cloud gaming could make piracy of gaming software practically impossible. Another work [12] considered the mobile cloud convergence in cloud gaming from a business model proposition. The authors discussed the first sketch of a possible business model of Kusanagi project, an end-to-end infrastructure, from domains of service, technology, organization and financial, and compared these domains with those of the three cloud examples, including G-Cluster, Gaikai and OnLive.

During the past decade of cloud gaming development, there have been several cloud gaming systems and services appearing in the market. A number of research teams survey these systems and investigate the opportunities, challenges and directions in this area. These literature, i.e., [13], [14], [15], [8], [9], [16], [17], cover most of the commercial and academic platforms, while their concerns of open issues are greatly overlapped among the topics of response time minimization, graphical video encoding, network aware adaption, quality of experience (QoE) optimization, and cloud resource management.

Besides these common focuses, each group has particular interests and directions. The research group [13] at the University of California San Diego concentrates on developing device-aware scalable applications, which involves the open issues of extending cloud to wireless networks. Soliman et al. [14] briefly revealed related legal issues, including patents, ownership concerns, guaranteed service levels and pricing schemes. On the other hand,
piracy and hacking may be avoided, since the code is no longer delivered to the users. Wu et al. [15] explored cloud gaming architecture from the aspect of cloud computing’s three layers, including Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), SaaS and Platform as a Service (PaaS). They identify security as a potential challenge in cloud gaming, especially data protection and location. Another publication [8] examines the features of different game genres to determine their impacts on systematic design for cloud gaming service. In addition, they provided a vision on GaaS provisioning for mobile devices. Mishra et al. [9] explained how to integrate techniques from cloud and gaming research communities into a complete architecture for enhanced online gaming quality. Featured topics include the interplay between QoS and QoE metrics, game models and cloud expansion. Chen et al. [16] pointed out some unique research directions in cloud gaming, such as game integration, visualization, user interface, server selection, and resource scheduling. Chuah et al. [17] studied cloud gaming from a green media perspective. They discuss green designs of major cloud gaming subsystems: a cloud data center, graphics rendering, video compression and network delivery.

1.1.1 System Construction

The system construction for cloud gaming can be categorized into two classes: (i) **Black-box Platforms** that run unmodified games and (ii) **Augmented Platforms** that require code recompilation and/or augmentation. These two classes of cloud gaming platforms have advantages and disadvantages, and we describe representative studies in individual classes below.

The black-box platforms support unmodified games from different software developers, which reduce the cost of deploying new games, at the expense of potentially suboptimal performance. Depasquale et al. [18] presented a cloud gaming platform based
on the RemoteFX extension of Windows remote desktop protocol. Modern Windows servers leverage graphics processing unit (GPU) and Hyper-V virtual machines to enable various remote applications, including cloud games. Their experiments reveal that RemoteFX allows Windows servers to better adapt to network dynamics, but still suffers from a high frame loss rate and inferior responsiveness. Another work [19] proposes another cloud gaming platform, which consists of a distributed service platform, a distributed rendering system, and an encoding/streaming system. Their platform supports isolated audio/video capturing, multiple clients, and browser-based clients. Real experiments with 40 subjects have been done, showing high responsiveness. As the first open source black-box cloud gaming platform, GamingAnywhere [20] is designed to be extensible, portable, configurable, and open. It supports cloud servers on Windows and Linux, and its client runs on Windows, Linux, Mac OS, and Android.

On the other hand, the augmented platform [21–23] requires augmenting and recompiling existing games to leverage unique features for better gaming experience, which may potentially be time-consuming, expensive, and error-prone. For example, current games can be ported to Google’s Native Client technology\textsuperscript{6} or to Mozilla’s asm.js language\textsuperscript{7}. Several other studies focus on integrating new techniques with cloud gaming platforms for better gaming experience. Shi et al. [21] introduced a 3D image warping assisted real-time video coding method for satisfying the QoS demands of mobile cloud gaming, in terms of lower bandwidth, higher video quality, and better responsiveness. Their system selects key frames from the rendered video frames, and uses 3D image warping algorithms to interpolate the non-key frames using graphics contexts. An H.264 encoder is used to encode both key frames and residue images of non-key frames. As a case study, they integrate their system with an open source 3D tank game, and

\textsuperscript{6}https://developer.chrome.com/native-client
\textsuperscript{7}http://asmjs.org/
demonstrate a higher coding efficiency. Nan et al. [22] proposed a joint video and graphics streaming system for higher coding efficiency as well. Moreover, they present a rate adaptation algorithm to further minimize the bandwidth consumption. Lee et al. [23] presented a system to improve the responsiveness of mobile cloud gaming by compensating network delay. In particular, their system pre-renders potential future frames based on some prediction algorithm and delivers the rendered frames to mobile clients when the network conditions are good. These frames are then used to compensate for late video frames due to unstable networks. They integrate the proposed system with two open source games, and conduct a user study of 23 subjects. The subjects report good gaming experience under nontrivial network delay, as high as 250 ms.

1.1.2 Interaction Latency

Interaction latency is one of most important QoS factors that impacts players’ experience. Claypool et al. [24] measured the contents variety of different game genres in details. 28 games from 4 perspectives, including First-Person Linear, Third-Person Linear, Third-Person Isometric, and Omnipresent, were selected to analyze their scene complexity and motion, indicated by average Intra-coded Block Size (IBS) and Percentage of Forward/backward or Intra-coded Macroblocks (PFIM), respectively. Measurements conducted by the authors suggest that Microsoft’s remote desktop achieves better bitrate than NoMachine’s NX client, while the NX client has a higher frame rate. The work [25] investigates OnLive’s network characteristics, such as the data size and frequency being sent and the overall downlink and uplink bitrates. The authors reveal that the high downstream bitrates of OnLive games are very similar to the one in live videos; nevertheless, OnLive’s upstream bitrates are much more moderate, which are comparable to traditional game upstream traffic. They also indicate that the game traffic
features are similar for three types of game genres, including First-Person, Third-Person, and Omnipresent, while the total bitrates can vary by as much as 50%. Another important finding is that OnLive does not demonstrate its ability in adapting bitrate and frame rates to network latency.

Chen et al. [6] analyzed a cloud gaming system’s response delays and segmented it into three components: network delay, processing delay, and playout delay. With this decomposition, the authors propose a methodology to measure the latency component and apply the methodology on OnLive and StreamMyGame, two of the most popular cloud gaming platforms. The authors identify that OnLive system outperforms StreamMyGame in terms of latency, due to the different resource provisioning strategy based on game genres. A following work [26] by the same group extends the model by adding game delay, which represents the latency introduced by the game program to process commands and render the next video frame for the game scene. They also study how system design and selective parameters affect responsiveness, including scene complexity, updated region sizes, screen resolutions, and computation power. Their observation in network traffics is inline with previous work reported in [25]. Obviously, a lower network quality, including a higher packet loss rate and insufficient bandwidth, will impose a negative impact on both of OnLive and StreamMyGame, resulting lower frame rates and worse graphic quality. Moreover, by quantifying the streaming quality, the authors further reveal that OnLive implements an algorithm to adapt its frame rate to the network delay, while StreamMyGame does not.

Manzano et al. [27] collected and compared network traffic traces of OnLive and Gaikai, including packet inter-arrival times, packet size, and packet inter-departure time, to observe the difference between cloud gaming and traditional online gaming from the perspectives of network load and traffic characteristics. The authors reveal that the
packet size distributions between the two platforms are similar, while the packet inter-arrival times are distinct. Afterward, the same group published a paper [28] that claims to be the first research work on specific network protocols used by cloud gaming platforms. They focus on conducting a reverse engineering study on OnLive, based on extensive traffic traces of several games. The authors further propose a per-flow traffic model for OnLive, which can be used for network dimensioning, planning optimization and other studies.

Shea et al. [29] measured the interaction delay and image quality of the OnLive system, under diverse games, computers, and network configurations. The authors conclude that cloud procedure introduces 100 to 120 ms latency to the overall system, which requires future developments in both video encoders and streaming software. Meanwhile, the impact of compression mechanism on video quality is quite noticeable, especially under the circumstance with lower available bandwidth. These authors later presented an experimental study [30] on the performance of existing commercial games and ray-tracing applications with GPUs. According to their analysis, gaming applications in virtualized environments demonstrate poorer performance than the instances executing in non-virtualized bare-metal base-line. Detailed hardware profiling further reveals that the pass-through access introduces memory bottleneck, especially for those games with real-time interactions. Another work [31], however, has opposite observations from more advanced virtualization technologies. In the authors’ measurement work, rendering with virtualized GPUs may achieve better performance than pass-through ones. In addition, if the system adopts software video coding, the central processor unit (CPU) may become the bottleneck, while hypervisor will no longer be the constraint of the system performance. Based on this analysis, the authors conclude that current virtualization techniques are already decent for cloud gaming.
Suznjevic et al. [32] measured 18 games on GamingAnywhere to analyze the correlation between the characteristics of the games played and their network traffic. The authors observe highest correlation values for motion, action game and shooter games, while the correlation values of majority of strategy games are relatively low. In contrast, for spatial metrics, the situation is reversed. They also conclude that the bandwidth usage for most games are within the range of 3 and 4 Mbit/s, except that strategy games consume fewer network resources. Another notable finding is that, gamers’ action rate introduces a slight packet rate increase, but does not affect the generated network traffic volume.

Lampe et al. [33] conducted experimental evaluations of user-perceived latency in cloud games and locally executed video games. Their results, produced by a semi-automatic measurement tool called GALAMETO.KOM, indicate that cloud gaming introduces additional latency to game programs, which is approximately 85% to 800% higher than local executions. This work also highlights the significant impact of round-trip time. The measurement results confirm the hypothesis that the geographical locations of cloud data centers are important elements in determining response delay, specifically when the cloud gaming services are accessed through cellular networks.

The authors of [34] conducted a passive and an active measurement study for CloudUnion, a Chinese cloud gaming system. The authors characterize the platform from the aspects of architecture, traffic pattern, user behavior, frame rate and gaming latency. Observations include: (i) CloudUnion adopts a geo-distributed infrastructure; (ii) CloudUnion suffers from a queuing problem with different locations from time to time; (iii) the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) outperforms the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) in terms of response delay while sacrificing the video quality; and (iv) CloudUnion adopts a conservative video rate recommendation strategy. By comparing CloudUnion and GamingAnywhere, the authors observe four common problems. First, the uplink and
downlink data rates are asymmetric. Second, low-motion games suffer from a periodical jitter at the interval of 10 seconds. Third, audio and video streams experience synchronization problems. Fourth, packet loss in network transmission degrades gaming experiences significantly.

1.1.3 Quality of Experience

Maintaining an acceptable QoE is the main criteria of the proposed cognitive platform for mobile cloud gaming. However, measuring, modeling, and predicting cloud gaming QoE are not easy tasks because QoE metrics are subjective.

Chang et al. [35] presented a measurement and modeling methodology on cloud gaming QoE using three popular remote desktop systems. Their experiment results reveal that the QoE (in gamer performance) is a function of frame rate and graphics quality, and the actual functions are derived using regression. They also show that different remote desktop systems lead to quite diverse QoE levels under the same network conditions. Jarschel et al. [36, 37] presented a testbed for a user study on cloud gaming services. Mean Opinion Score (MOS) values are used as the QoE metrics, and the resulting MOS values are found to depend on QoS parameters, such as network delay and packet loss, and contexts, such as game genres and gamer skills. Their survey also indicates that very few gamers are willing to pay a monthly fee for cloud gaming. Hence, better business models are critical for long-term success of cloud gaming. Another team [38] also conducted a subjective test in the laboratory, and considered 7 different MOS values: input sensitivity, video quality, audio quality, overall quality, complexity, pleasantness, and perceived value. They observe complex interactions among QoE metrics, QoS metrics, testbed setup, and software implementation. For example, the rate control algorithm implemented in cloud gaming client is found to interfere with the bandwidth throttled by a traffic shaper. Several open
issues are raised after analyzing the results of the user study, partially due to the limited number of participants. Slivar et al. [39] carried out a user study of in-home cloud gaming, i.e., the cloud gaming servers and clients are connected over a LAN. Several insights are revealed, e.g., switching from a standard game client to in-home cloud gaming client leads to QoE degradation, measured in MOS values. Moreover, more skilled gamers are less satisfied with in-home cloud gaming.

Some other QoE studies focus on the response delay, which is probably the most crucial performance metric in cloud gaming, where servers may be geographically far away from clients. Lee et al. [40] found that response delay imposes different levels of implications on QoE with different game genres. They also develop a model to capture this implication as a function of gamer inputs and game scene dynamics. Another group [41] makes similar conclusions after conducting extensive experiments, e.g., gamers playing action games are more sensitive to high response delay. Claypool et al. [42] performed user studies to understand the objective and subjective effects of network latency on cloud gaming. They find that both MOS values and gamer performance degrade linearly with network latency. Moreover, cloud gaming is very sensitive to network latency, similar to the traditional first-person avatar games. Raaen et al. [43] designed a user study to quantify the smallest response delay that can be detected by gamers. It is observed that some gamers can perceive less than 40 ms response delay, and half of the gamers cannot tolerate greater than 100 ms response delay.

Huang et al. [44] performed extensive cloud gaming experiments using both mobile and desktop clients. Their work reveals several interesting insights. For example, gamers are more satisfied with the graphics quality on mobile clients, while they are more satisfied with the control quality on desktop clients. Furthermore, the bitrate, frame rate, and network latency significantly affect the graphics and smoothness quality, while the control
quality only depends on the client type (mobile or desktop). Wang et al. [3, 45] built a mobile cloud gaming testbed in their laboratory for subjective tests. They propose a Game Mean Opinion Score (GMOS) model, which is a function of the game genre, streaming configuration, measured Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), network latency, and packet loss. The derivations of model parameters are done via offline regression, and the resulting models can be used for optimizing mobile cloud gaming experience. Along this line, Liu et al. [46] proposed a Cloud Mobile Rendering - Mean Opinion Score (CMR-MOS) model, which is a variation of GMOS. CMR-MOS has been used in selecting detail levels of remote rendering applications, like cloud games.

1.1.4 Data Compression on Communications

After game scenes are computed on cloud servers, they have to be captured in proper representations and compressed before being streamed over networks. Despite the conventional real-time video compression techniques that are widely applied to video-on-demand services, compression approaches for cloud gaming can be categorized into two schemes: (i) video compression, which encodes two-dimensional (2D) rendered videos and potentially auxiliary videos (such as depth videos) for client side post-rendering operations, (ii) graphics compression, which encodes 3D structures and 2D textures, and (iii) hybrid compression, which combines both video and graphics compression.

Video compression utilizes graphics contexts to reduce the server transmission rate. The work [21] introduces a video encoder that selects a set of key frames in the video sequence and uses the 3D image warping coding to interpolate other non-key frames. This approach takes advantage of the pixel depth, rendering viewpoints, camera motion patterns and even the auxiliary frames that do not actually exist in the video sequence to assist
video coding. Another work \cite{47} rectifies the camera rotation to produce video frames that are more motion estimation friendly. On client computers, the rectified videos are compensated with some camera parameters using a light-weight 2D process. In addition, a new interpolation algorithm is designed to preserve sharp edges, which are common in game scenes.

Graphics compression is proposed for better scalability, because 3D rendering is done on individual client computers. Compressing graphics data, however, is quite challenging and may consume excessive network bandwidth. Lin et al. \cite{48} designed a cloud gaming platform based on graphics compression. Their platform has three graphics compression tools: (i) intra-frame compression, (ii) inter-frame compression, and (iii) caching. These tools are applied to graphics commands, 3D structures, and 2D textures. Another work \cite{49} also developed a similar platform for mobile devices, where the graphics are sent from cloud servers to proxy clients, which then render game scenes for mobile devices. They also propose three graphics compression tools: (i) caching, (ii) lossy compression, and (iii) multi-layer compression. Generally speaking, tuning cloud gaming platforms based on graphics compression for heterogeneous client computers is non-trivial, because mobile (or even stationary) computers may not have enough computational power to locally render game scenes.

Hybrid Compression attempts to fully utilize the available computational power on client computers to maximize the coding efficiency. Chuah et al. \cite{17} proposed to apply graphics compression on simplified 3D structures and 2D textures, and send them to client computers. The simplified scenes are then rendered on client computers, which is called the base layer. Both the full-quality video and the base-layer video are rendered on cloud servers, and the residue video is compressed using video compression and sent to client computers. This is called the enhancement layer. Since the base layer is compressed as
graphics and the enhancement layer is compressed as videos, the proposed approach is a hybrid scheme.

1.1.5 Adaptive Transmission

Even though data compression techniques have been applied to reduce the network transmission rate, the fluctuating network provisioning still results in unstable service quality to the players in cloud gaming system. These unpredictable factors include bandwidth, round-trip time, jitter, etc. Under this circumstance, adaptive transmission is introduced to further optimize players' QoE. It is based on common sense that, players would rather sacrifice video quality to gain smoother playing experience with poor network connections.

The first work in adaptive transmission for cloud gaming was introduced by a joint work of a Finnish research group and G-cluster in 2006 [50]. They explore the approach to adapt the gaming video transmission to available bandwidth. This is accomplished by integrating a video adaptation module into the system, which estimates the network status from network monitor in real-time and dynamically manipulates the encoding parameters, such as frame rate and quantization, to produce specific adaptive bit rate video stream. The authors utilize round trip time (RTT) jitter value to detect the network congestion, thus, decide if the bit rate adaptation should be triggered. To evaluate this proposal, the following work [51] conducted experiments on a normal television with an Internet Protocol television (IPTV) set-top-box. The authors simulated the network scenarios in home and hotels to verify that the proposed adaptation performed notably better.

Another series of investigations, conducted by a research group from University of California, San Diego, focus on the adaptation in mobile scenarios. Their first work [52] decomposed the cloud gaming system’s response time into sub-components: server delay,
network uplink/downlink delay, and client delay. Among the optimization techniques applied, rate-selection algorithm provides a dynamic solution that determines the time and the way to switch the bit rate according to the network delay. As a further step, work [5] studies the potential of rendering adaptation. The authors identify the rendering parameters that affect a particular game, including realistic effect (e.g., colour depth, multi-sample, texture-filter and lighting mode), texture detail, view distance and enabling grass. Afterward, they analyze these parameters’ characteristics of communications and computation costs and propose their rendering adaptation scheme, which consists of optimal adaptive rendering settings and level-selection algorithm. With the experiments conducted on commercial wireless networks, the authors demonstrate that acceptable mobile gaming user experience can be ensured by their rendering adaption technique. Thus, they claim that their proposal is able to facilitate cloud gaming over the mobile network. Subsequent works, including [46, 53], provide more solid experiments to support their claims and further extend their application scenarios to cloud mobile rendering for rich multimedia applications.

Other aspects of transmission adaptation have also been investigated in the literature. He et al. [54] considered adaptive transmission from the perspective of multi-player. The authors calculate the packet urgency based on buffer status estimation and propose a scheduling algorithm. In addition, they also suggest an adaptive video segment request scheme, which estimates media access control (MAC) queue as an additional information to determine the request time interval for each gamer, for the purpose of improving the playback experience.

Bujari et al. [55] provided a Vegas Over Access Point (VoAP) algorithm to address the flow coexistence issue in wireless cloud gaming service delivery. This research problem is introduced by the concurrent transmissions of TCP-based and UDP-based streams in the
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home scenario, where the downlink requirement of gaming video exacerbates the operation of above-mentioned transport protocols. The authors’ solution is to dynamically modify the advertised window, in such way the system can limit the growth of the TCP flow’s sending rate.

Wu et al. \[56\] presented a novel transmission scheduling framework dubbed AdaPtive HFR vIdeo Streaming (APHIS) to address the issue in cloud gaming video delivery through wireless networks. The authors first propose an online video frame selection algorithm to minimize the total distortion based on network status, input video data, and delay constraint. Afterward, they introduce an unequal forward error correction (FEC) coding scheme to provide differentiated protection for Intra (I) and Predicted (P) frames with low-latency cost. The proposed APHIS framework is able to appropriately filter video frames and adjust data protection levels to optimize the quality of high frame rate (HFR) video streaming.

Hemmati et al. \[57\] proposed an object selection algorithm to provide an adaptive scene rendering solution. The basic idea is to exclude less important objects from the final output, thus consuming less processing time for the server to render and encode the frames. In such a way, the cloud gaming system is able to achieve a lower bit rate to stream the resulting video. The proposed algorithm evaluates the importance of objects from the game scene based on the analysis of gamers’ activities and does the selection work. Experiments demonstrate that this approach reduces streaming bit rate by up to 8.8%.

1.2 Motivations

As discussed before, cloud gaming is a gaming system that leverages the cloud to enhance the service provisioning for players. To avoid confining ourselves into a specific
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architectural design and technology, we investigate the essence of cloud gaming design from the perspective of a software program. Essentially, a game is a software program written in programming languages. Despite object-oriented or procedure-oriented design, we consider gaming as a loop procedure that enables the interaction between players and game logic. This particular procedure might contain different input/output (I/O) methods and involve information exchange between multiple players. However, in general, a game program is considered to be constructed by a series of modules with distinct functionality.

Fig. 1.2 illustrates a modularized game. We can see that a multi-player game consists of four main modules: the Input Module receives control messages from players; the Game Logic Module is in charge of manipulating gaming content; the Networking Module exchanges various information with the game server, including the interactions with other players; the Rendering Module renders the game video and presents to its player. In fact, if we look into the details of the Game Logic Module, we can further divide it into a number of components. These components invoke one another and interact with the network interface, rendering engine and I/O interface, to facilitate the gaming procedure. The set of red arrows in the figure demonstrates one of the interactions between the player and the game system during a gaming session. The player’s instructions are relayed to component 5 by the Input Module. Afterward, the processed information is delivered to component 7, where the Networking Module is invoked to conduct information exchange. After the successive processes by component 6 and component 3, the Rendering Module generates and transmits the gaming video to the player’s screen.

Based on this analysis, we classify development directions of cloud gaming system into three types:

- **Type I**: adopts a black-box approach, where unmodified games run along with cloud
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Figure 1.2: A Modularized Cloud Gaming Program

gaming servers. The rendered audio and video are captured, compressed, and streamed by cloud gaming servers to cloud gaming clients as if they are standard audio/video streams. Most commercial cloud gaming platforms take the black-box approach, probably because of its simplicity and short time-to-market. Such approach, however, leaves limited rooms for optimization. According to Fig. 1.2, Type I cloud gaming is associated with cut 1, the terminal only contains the Input Module, while the cloud hosts all of the remaining modules/components.

- **Type II**: refers to the cloud games that utilize terminals’ computational power for graphical rendering. The rendering functions can fully or partially rely on the players’ devices, which are associated with cut 2 and cut 3 in Fig. 1.2 respectively. Type II cloud gaming servers may perform more efficient data compression by using
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graphical information of the game scenes, and thus significantly reduce the network transmission cost. However, this requires augmentation of game software to expose in-game contexts, such as camera location and orientation, for better interaction latency and graphics quality.

- **Type III:** dictates future programming paradigms, where games are re-written using cloud gaming Software Development Kits (SDKs). The cut between modules hosted in the player’s device and those hosted in the cloud in Fig. 1.2 can be anywhere, according to the overall system optimization. While new programming paradigms offer more rooms for optimization, they are not compatible with existing games and impose steep learning curves for game developers.

Figure 1.3: Comparisons among the three types of cloud gaming platforms
Thus far, we have briefly discussed some pros and cons of the three types of cloud gaming platforms. Fig. 1.3 compares these cloud gaming platforms from the aspects of: (i) players, (ii) developers, and (iii) terminals. For game players, the Type I approach offers almost every existing game but at lower quality. For game developers, Type III leads to higher development overhead. For terminals, Type II requires the most capable hardware, as it needs to decode graphical information and perform scene rendering locally. In general, Type III, representing the future programming paradigm approach, appears to offer more optimization opportunities at the expense of higher implementation complexity. It is, therefore, interesting to see if the gamers’ demand for high gaming experience justifies the additional cost due to the implementation complexity.

We believe commercial cloud gaming services will start to implement Type II cloud gaming services, which leverage in-game contexts to either optimize the gaming experience or reduce the hardware cost. The multimedia research communities have proposed context-aware optimization algorithms for cloud gaming videos, which can be readily deployed on commercial cloud gaming platforms. Moving from Type II to Type III may happen later, due to the high implementation complexity. Web games, facilitated by centralized remote server processing and ubiquitous local browser rendering, can be considered the primary step in this direction. How soon this will happen totally depends on the development of technology and whether there are strong demands on high-fidelity cloud gaming.

Currently, these three types of cloud gaming paradigms will coexist for a period of time, as their advantages and disadvantages are complementary to each other. In this thesis, we optimize players’ QoE for Type I and Type III, focusing on video encoding and software decomposition, respectively.

First, motivated by interactive multi-view streaming system [58], we consider exploring the correlations between video frames among multiple players in the same game scenario.
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With the proposed cooperative video sharing system, in-game context (similar objects and background in the same scenes) are leveraged to better compress the gaming video, while the game programs running in the cloud remain unmodified.

Second, motivated by the diverse hardware capacity of players’ terminals and ubiquitous gaming scenarios among different platforms, we consider a future paradigm that enables decomposition on game programs during their development. In this case, components with independent functions from one single game program can migrate between cloud and terminals, in order to dynamically adapt its service to the features of the components and the various system environment. In particular, the platform monitors the real-time environment status, sets an optimization target (e.g., the overall interaction latency, computational resource upper bound, bandwidth ceiling) and achieve the target through dynamic partitioning.

1.3 Research Questions and Challenges

Video sharing cooperative cloud gaming reduces bandwidth consumption by further compressing the video frames with additional references from peering devices. However, it also imposes several challenges and research issues. First, while the correlation between frames within single video streams have been extensively studied, the frame correlation model among different players in the same scene is still unknown. Being subject to gaming contents (e.g., the map size, avatar behavior), the similarity levels among peer players’ frames will directly affect the encoding efficiency for the inter-video frames. Second, the foundation of video sharing requires an additional peer to peer (P2P) network, which supports the exchanges of complementary frames among players’ terminals. Given a secondary ad hoc network as this infrastructure, the network topology and stability for engaging devices are yet to be investigated. System performance in the
presence of device mobility could also be an important issue. Third, the fast responsive nature of digital games makes real-time encoding and decoding mandatory. The latency introduced by ad hoc networks and additional cooperative decoding needs to be formulated and restricted. We address these issue in Chapter 2.

To enable decomposed cloud gaming, dynamic code partitioning is the most critical issue. Assuming the system can derive all accurate statistics from the cloud and terminal, there are still many challenging issues in making real-time partitioning decisions for running game instance. First, a prediction based on current state is necessary, as the goal is to adapt the service level to the ever changing environment. Second, the optimization targets under distinct circumstances are not always the same. How to model these targets with quantitative approaches is still unknown in this area. Third, system optimization can only be performed under the constraint that the QoE of all players are satisfied. The system, at least, needs to guarantee an acceptable QoE for most cases, which should be formulated as restrictions in all decision makings. We provide our approaches to these challenges in Chapter 3.

Decomposed cloud gaming platform is presented as the future direction of cloud gaming. However, from a practical view, the novel idea of decomposition on a game program also brings multiple research questions on implementation. First, how to conduct decomposition on a game program is still an open issue. Second, to support instant play without installation, the proposed system should support a dynamic code migration mechanism, with which the components in the cloud can be dispatched to players’ terminals during the gaming sessions. Third, the invocation among components, especially remote components, requires an efficient message protocol. We still need extra efforts on developing a solution that implements global variables for decomposed functions. Fourth, the cognitive engine that makes a real-time decision for dynamic
component partitioning requires accurate and up-to-date information on system environment, terminal status and game states. An explicit implementation solution to facilitate this is yet to come. We address above issues in Chapter 4.

1.4 Contributions

In this section, we outline the contributions in this thesis to address the above-mentioned challenges. The main contributions are summarized as follows:

- In Chapter 2, we investigated a cooperative video compression technique on Type I black-box paradigm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the very first empirical work studying the correlation model of gaming videos among multiple players in the same gaming scene. Also, this is the first cooperative encoding attempt for multiplayer games. We employed the frame sharing techniques in multi-view videos to gaming applications, focusing on QoE optimizations for gamers.

- In Chapter 3, we presented a cognitive cloud gaming paradigm that balances resource utilization between cloud and terminals, facilitated by decomposed software architecture and flexible migration of gaming components. This is the first decomposition study for game programs that require extremely low response delay. Focusing on this feature, we model the inter-component relationship as a graph to further formulate the resource optimization as a graph partitioning problem. We also conducted the very first work in analyzing the feasibility of decomposition for programs.

- In Chapter 4, we investigated the principles in software decomposition and design the blueprint from the engineering perspective. We introduced a novel performance probing solution, which utilizes the dispatch procedure of mobile agent to conduct
three independent tasks together, which include collecting data from terminals to cloud, estimating the hardware capacity of terminals and measuring real-time network status. By this innovative approach, the system is capable of measuring the environmental context (e.g., network and hardware) and players’ behaviors. With discussions of all practical issues and solutions, we implement the very first proposed testbed and develop three game prototypes to validate the feasibility of component based game programs and provide the first-hand experimental results.

1.5 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss a cooperative video sharing system among multiple players in the same crowd playing the same game via a secondary ad-hoc network. The goal is to encourage exploiting the similarities of video frames among players to improve players’ overall QoE. Afterward, we present the theoretical idea of a decomposed cloud gaming in Chapter 3. We provide a novel cognitive resource optimization for the decomposed cloud gaming system under diverse targets. Extensive experiments have been performed to show that intelligent partitioning leads to better system performance, such as overall latency. In Chapter 4, we discuss the challenges in developing such decomposed cloud gaming system with cognitive code migration capacity. We present a practical design methodology and implement the proposed platform. Prototype games have demonstrated the validation and efficiency of our proposal. The conclusion and some potential future work are presented in Chapter 5. Finally, the Appendices present the assumptions for the channel models and the proofs for the theorems.
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Ad hoc Cloudlet-Assisted Multiplayer Cloud Gaming System

2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 1, a conventional Type I cloud gaming system relies on a gaming-on-demand model. This paradigm employs a remote rendering architecture, whereby the cloud gaming service providers host their video games in cloud servers and stream the gaming video frames to the players’ terminals over the Internet. In reverse, the interactions from game players are transmitted to the cloud servers over the same networks. In this context, the cloud intrinsically becomes an interactive video generator and streaming server, while the users’ terminals function as the event controllers and video displays. With this approach, the cloud gaming service enables the players to run sophisticated games despite the restricted hardware capacity of the terminals, at the expenses of higher costs and energy consumption in communications to access the Internet. It is obvious that video frame transmissions via the Internet can consume a huge amount of network resources, which can lead to long delays in game responses. Even though there have been plenty of efforts devoted to the data compression on communications (discussed in Section 1.1.4), due to the constraints imposed by existing network infrastructure and mobile networks’ charging policies, gaming-on-demand has yet to reach its promised potential.

In the same time, another trend for the game industry is the online multiplayer scenario.
Nowadays, game players are no longer satisfied with enjoying the games alone but prefer to connect to others. The interaction between players brings more challenges in the design of game servers.

In this chapter, we consider these two trends together to come up with the novel idea of improving players’ QoE. We study the correlations of the gaming videos in multi-player gaming scenarios and propose an ad hoc cloudlet-assisted cloud gaming system to exploit the correlations among peer players’ gaming video. Inspired by the idea of peer-to-peer sharing between multiple players in the same game, we investigated a multiplayer cloud gaming system with cooperative video sharing. Mobile devices are connected to the cloud server for real-time interactive game videos while sharing the received video frames with their peers via a secondary ad hoc network.

We consider the whole system from the following aspects: i) Server Transmission Rate: an intuitive approach to improving system performance is to substantially reduce the transmission rate from cloud server to the game clients in order to overcome the bottleneck of Internet access, which ensures the decode frame rate with poor Internet connections; ii) Mobility Issue: the proposed system assumes an ideal case in which the network bandwidth within the ad hoc cloudlet is unlimited; this is not realistic as wireless communications constrain the sharing of video frames only among mobile devices that are within a certain distance of each other, which form a time-variable group due to the mobility of terminals. iii) Network Diversity Issue: the previous work assumes that all mobile devices access the cloud through a common network with the same quality of service (QoS); however, the networks between individual terminals and the cloud may have different QoS due to differences in network traffic levels and channel conditions experienced by the terminals. Variations of network quality of service (NQoS) will strongly affect the overall system performance. iv) User Quality of Experience (QoE): the
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The proposed system only focuses on the optimization of server transmission rate without considering the effect of NQoS. In fact, optimizing encoding to minimize server transmissions may result in poor QoE as devices receiving larger frames from the cloud while experiencing a low network bandwidth might degrade gaming video decoding at all players’ terminals. To this end, we investigate a QoE-oriented multiplayer cloud gaming system with ad-hoc cloudlet assistance.

The reminder of the chapter is organized as follows. We review related work in Section 2.2 and provide a system overview with modeling in Section 2.3. Then, we formulate the system and its QoE optimization problem in Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. We propose two heuristic algorithms to obtain sub-optimal solutions with lower computational complexity in Section 2.6. Empirical experiments and trace-driven simulations, respectively, demonstrate the superior system performance compared with existing systems in Sections 2.7 and 2.8. Section 2.9 concludes the chapter.

2.2 Related Work

2.2.1 Ad Hoc Cloudlet

An ad hoc cloudlet is defined as a cooperative cloudlet formed by a group of terminals via multi-homed ad hoc network connections [59] [60] [61]. We stress that our assumption of devices being connected to multiple networks simultaneously, such as wireless wide area network (WWAN) to gaming cloud and ad hoc cloudlet to neighbor peers, is a common one in the literature [62] [64] and realizable in practice (e.g., with smartphones), where different optimizations are performed exploiting the multi-homing property. It is shown in [62] that aggregation of an ad hoc group’s WWAN bandwidths can speed up individual peers’ infrequent but bursty content downloads just like web access. An integrated cellular
and ad hoc multicast architecture is proposed in [63], where the cellular base station delivers packets to proxy devices with good channel conditions and then the proxy devices utilize local ad hoc wireless local area network (WLAN) to relay packets to other devices. Recently, [64] utilizes a secondary ad hoc WLAN network for local recovery of WWAN broadcast/multicast packets lost during WWAN transmissions by exploiting cooperation among peers. Our proposal extends this body of work on cooperative multi-homed networks to interactive light field streaming by exploiting the correlation between requested images and content residing in peers’ caches to lower server transmission rate.

2.2.2 Correlations of Videos Frames

An inter-frame, e.g., P-frame, is a frame in a video compression stream, which is expressed in terms of one or more neighbor frames. In contrast to an Intra-frame (I-frame) coding that performs compression relative to information contained only within the current frame, the “inter” part of the term refers to the use of inter-frame prediction. Its size, which affects the system performance, is subject to the correlations between the encoded video frames. The light field [65] and multiview [66] video streaming have conducted studies on this topic. The light field is a large set of spatially correlated images of the same static scene captured using a 2D array of closely spaced cameras. The correlations of light field images are studied and formulated in [67], which indicates that the correlation between two different views to a static scene is related to the geographical distances between each other. Interactive multiview video switching [58] designs a pre-encoded frame representation of a multiview sequence for a streaming server, so that streaming clients can periodically request desired views for successive video frames in time. However, compared to light field and multiview switching, the modeling of correlations between players’ views is more complicated. There are infinite numbers of views as the players are adjusting their personal views while they
are walking through the scene and participating in a battlefield. The dynamic switching makes the correlation model hard to predict.

2.2.3 Real-time Video Encoding

Unlike light field and multiview switching, video encoding for cloud gaming is essentially a real-time process. The cloud encodes video frames immediately after the game scenes are rendered. The fundamental idea of encoding is very simple: it starts with an intra-coded frame, e.g., I-frame, and then followed by a certain number of interframes, such as P-frames, distributed source coding (DSC) frames, etc. Therefore, in order to achieve the desired trade-off between bit rate and error rate, how to determine the sequence of various types of frames has become one of the most critical problems in video encoding. In recent video encoding research, the GOP (Group of Pictures) length is set to be adaptive, which implies a structure with one I-frame and a variable number of inter frames.

2.3 System Architecture

The architectural framework of proposed cloudlet-assisted multiplayer cloud gaming system is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Similar to the existing cloud gaming work, instances of Game Engine are hosted in the cloud to provide gaming services to players. They are connected to a Multiplayer Game Server in conventional fashion to facilitate interactions between avatars.

The novelty of the proposed system is to introduce two additional components: 1) Video Encoder Server is acting as a gateway, which exploits the correlations between video frames for different players to perform centralized encoding with the purpose of minimizing server transmission rate. In this work, we consider cloud as an infinite resource provider. Therefore, the computational power of the encoder server is unlimited. 2)
Ad Hoc Cloudlet is a cooperative ad hoc cloudlet constructed by the participating mobile devices. They utilize a secondary network, e.g., WiFi ad hoc network, to share the video frames they received from the cloud server. Similar to previous studies [71] [72] [73], we assume the network bandwidth within the ad hoc cloudlet is sufficiently large for all mobile devices in the immediate neighborhood to share their frames when needed. Thus, the bandwidth constraint inside the cloudlet will not be explicitly modeled.
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2.4 System Modeling and Formulation

In this section, we model the ad-hoc cloudlet-assisted cloud gaming system, and formulate the reputation-based multiplayer fairness problem.

2.4.1 Avatar behavior Model

We choose to model the avatar behavior in a third person game, since this is the most classic and popular model, as summarized in [24]. We define the gaming map as a 2D map with an \( m \times m \) screen. On this particular map, we set all avatars’ initial positions to the center of the map and model the walking strategies of \( n \) players’ avatars as random walk and group chase with probabilities \( p_{rw} \) and \( p_{gc} \), respectively. This is an observation result of multiplayer games: players are randomly moving and hunting in the world (random walk), however, they are also prone to gather together with their teammates or opponents, in order to perform teamwork or competition (group chase). For random walk movements, an avatar either holds its position with probability \( p_h \) or moves in its adjacent \( n_{adj} \) directions with identical possibilities \( p_c \). To simplify the model, we set \( p_h = p_c = \frac{p_{rw}}{n_{adj} + 1} \). For group chase movements, an avatar randomly selects another avatar in the scene and move towards it for a certain period of time \( t_{chase} \). Let the probability of group chase movement be \( p_{gc} = 1 - p_{rw} \), then the probabilities of any other \( n - 1 \) target avatars to be chased will all equal to \( p_{appr} = \frac{p_{gc}}{n-1} \). Note that we set the moving unit for each avatar in a unit time to be \( k \) pixels and denote \( w \) and \( h \) as the width and height of the gaming screen in pixels. Given that the system restricts the avatar to be in the center of the screen, all avatars’ position coordinates will be restricted to \((x, y)\), where \( x \in [0, \frac{(m-1)w}{k}] \), \( y \in [0, \frac{(m-1)h}{k}] \).

With this model, we formulate the locations of all \( n \) avatars into two \( 1 \times n \) vectors \( X \) and \( Y \), in which \((X_i, Y_i)\) indicates the \( i \)th avatar’s coordinate. With this approach, all avatar behavior models can be represented by the changes of vectors \( X \) and \( Y \).
2.4.2 Encoding Structure

In this section, we study the frame size for two types of P-frames: *Intra-stream P-frame* and *Inter-stream P-frame*. We denote *Intra-stream P-frames* as video frames that predict to their previous frames in the same video stream and the *Inter-stream P-frames* as those predict to peer game videos’ frames.

**Intra-stream P-frame**: Frame size of *Intra-stream P-frame* is subjected to the variance of the game video content. Apparently, if the avatar is experiencing a more dynamic scene, the P-frame size will be larger. For example, when the players are participating in a large Diablo battlefield, where many “wizards” and “demon hunters” are casting magnificent full-screen magics, the video content’s amplitude of variation will be dramatic.

**Inter-stream P-frame**: $P_{inter}$, the frame size of *Inter-stream P-frame*, is subjected to the correlation between two videos for two peering game players. Before modeling $P_{inter}$, we need discuss the types of multiplayer games: *first-person* game, *second-person* game and *third-person* game. In video games, *first-person* refers to a graphical perspective rendered from the viewpoint of the player character, such as Counter-Strike. The *second-person* is similar to first-person but rendered from the back of the player character, which means the player can see their avatar on the screen, e.g., Grand Theft Auto. In contrast, *third-person* games provide the players a sky view, so-called God-view, to easily observe surrounding environment of the avatar and make a quick response. Classic *third-person* games include Diablo, Command & Conquer, FreeStyle, etc. For *first-person* and *second-person*, the game video is generated from the view of the avatar, where the correlation model of video frames are similar to a dynamic light field streaming. In contrast, the correlation model for *third-person* games is much simpler: the videos for peering players are very similar, or even identical, when their avatars are geographically close to each other. In fact, the
most popular multi-player games nowadays are usually designed to be *third-person*, since they provide clearer environmental information to the players. The most representative ones include League of Legend (LoL), Defense of the Ancients (DotA), and Diablo. To this end, we consider *third-person* games in this work. Since the players are all in God-view, we calculate the overlap of the two video with the avatars’ coordinates, given most of the *third-person* games rolls the map with an avatar-centric manner. Fig. 2.2 demonstrates two correlated videos for player 1 and player 2.

![Correlation of Inter-Video Frames (Diablo III)](image)

Fig. 2.2: Correlation of Inter-Video Frames (Diablo III)

Fig. 2.3 shows an example of frame dependency in a four players’ scenario. The squares represent video frames in video streaming, in which the paired number \((t, i)\) denotes a frame according to the time slot \(t\) and player \(i\). The arrows represent the frame encoding dependencies: as depicted, the video frames are able to be encoded in two dimensions. *Intra-stream P-frame* are those predicted by their previous frames in the same video stream, while the *Inter-stream P-frames* are those predicted by peer game videos’ frames. For
instance, $P_{\text{intra}}[(1, 2) \rightarrow (0, 2)]$ indicates player 2’s second Intra-stream P-frame is predicted from player 2’s first decoded image, while $P_{\text{inter}}[(1, 3) \rightarrow (1, 2)]$ indicates player 3’s second inter-stream P-frames is predicted from player 2’s second decoded image.

Figure 2.3: Frames Correlation in Real-time Multiplayer Game Videos

The size $P_a$ of an Intra-stream P-frame is subject to the variance of the game video content. In contrast, the size $P_e$ of an Inter-stream P-frame is subject to the correlation between two video streams for corresponding peering game players $i$ and $j$ with coordinates of $(X_i, Y_i)$ and $(X_j, Y_j)$, which is formulated as a function $P_e(X_i, Y_i, X_j, Y_j)$. Note that this function ensures that all avatar behavior models can be reflected in the Inter-stream P-frame’s size. With $P_a$ and $P_e$, we define the video frame correlation matrix $P$. Thus, an element $P_{ij}, i \neq j$ stores the frame size of an Inter-stream P-frame to decode $i$th player’s video frame by predicting $j$th player’s. In contrast, $P_{kk}$ saves the frame size of an Intra-stream P-frame, which enables the $k$th player to decode his/her current video by predicting the proceeding frame of his/her own video.
Noted that, to simplify the estimation of server transmission rate, we assume that the GOP length is infinite in the present work. Thus, the encoded video stream consists of a sequence of P-frames, after the first I-frame transmission. In fact, inserting I-frames to the original encoding will increase the original video frame size, which provide more opportunities for our proposed algorithm to optimize.

2.4.3 Terminal Mobility Model

To demonstrate the mobility of user terminals, we set up a square area of $r \times r \text{ m}^2$ in which $n$ game players are confined. The $i$-th player’s physical position is represented as $(u_i, v_i)$, where $i = 1, 2, ..., n$ and $u_i \in [0, r], v_i \in [0, r]$ are the X- and Y-coordinates of the location. In a typical gaming engagement, players are initially gathered in the center of the area and then randomly move within $s$ meters in both directions every 30 seconds, i.e., $\Delta u_i \in [-s, s], \Delta v_i \in [-s, s]$ where $\Delta u_i$ and $\Delta v_i$ represent the movements of the $i$th player in X- and Y-directions in every 30 seconds. The maximum inter-device communication distance, or the device communication range, is $c$ meters.

Based on this model, we formulate the relationship between $n$ players’ terminals as an $n \times n$ matrix $E$. The numeric value of an element in matrix $E$ is defined to be either 0 or 1, where $E_{ij} = 1$ represents that the $i$th player’s terminal is within the communication range of $j$th player’s terminal. The matrix $E$ is derived by:

$$E_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & D_{ij} \leq c \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{2.1}$$

where

$$D_{ij} = \sqrt{(u_i - u_j)^2 + (v_i - v_j)^2} \tag{2.2}$$
is the distance between the $i$th and $j$th players. To use the matrix $E$ to represent the connectivity reveals the possible problem of link quality varying by dramatic changes in ad hoc network topologies. For example, in the encoding phase, the server uses $E$ to design an encoding solution that Player 1 decodes its frame by predicting Player 2’s frame. However, the connectivity between Player 1 and Player 2 is lost in the decoding phase, as the matrix $E$ has been altered according to the terminals’ mobility. In this case, Player 1’s frame is not decodable. While this problem can occur, its probability can be kept sufficient low by explicitly controlling the latency between encoding and decoding of video frames to be within some acceptable levels (e.g., 200ms is “maximal tolerable” and 120ms is “hardly noticeable.”, as stated in [37]). In general, the mobility of terminals will not cause dramatic network topology change in such a short time interval. Therefore, this problem is negligible.

### 2.4.4 Network Quality of Service Model

In practical scenarios, the players may access the cloud over different WWANs and experience different NQoS, according to the network traffic load, wireless signal strength, channel propagation condition, etc. According to a previous study [74], the players’ QoE are impacted by several NQoS factors, such as network bandwidth $\xi_b$, network latency $\xi_l$, network delay variance $\xi_v$, and network loss rate $\xi_r$. These factors can be formulated into an abstract and unified NQoS level $\eta$ as a function:

$$\eta = K(\xi_b, \xi_l, \xi_v, \xi_r) \quad (2.3)$$

We can always find a function $K$ that converts the NQoS parameters to an integer value $\eta$ within the range $[1, n_q]$, where $n_q$ represents the best NQoS level. According to the mobile devices’ mobility and the wireless signal coverage, a mobile terminal’s NQoS level...
is expected to change from one level to another over time.

![Markov Process for the Change of NQoS Level](image)

**Figure 2.4:** Markov Process for the Change of NQoS Level

In reality, the change of NQoS is affected by many unpredictable factors. In this work, we assume these changes are continuous, thus, the QNoS level in the next time slot depends only on the current QNoS level. Based on this assumption, we model the variations of NQoS level as a Markov process in which \( \eta \) transits from level \( a \) to \( b \) with probability \( p(a, b) \), as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

According to this model, each terminal device is associated with one NQoS level \( \eta \), which varies from time to time. Thus, a \( 1 \times n \) vector \( U \) is sufficient to represent the NQoS for \( n \) players. However, to simplify our formulation and optimization in following sections, we formulate the NQoS diversity as an \( n \times n \) matrix \( N \), which is an expansion of \( U \) by \( N = [U, U, ..., U] \). Note that, \( \forall x, i \in [1, ..., n], N_{ix} = U_i \) represents the NQoS level \( \eta \) of the \( i \)th player.

2.4.5 Video Encoding Solution

For the proposed system, the most critical issue is to find an optimal video encoding solution that fulfills the requirements. In this chapter, we represent a video encoding solution by an \( n \times n \) matrix \( M \), where \( n \) represents the number of players. Each element in matrix \( M \) can take a numeric value of either 0 or 1, where \( M_{ij} = 1 \) represents that the \( i \)th player's
video frame is decoded by predicting to \( j \)th player’s. Thus, an element \( M_{kk} = 1 \) implies that the \( k \)th player’s terminal will download an *Intra-stream P-frame* from the cloud, while \( M_{ij} = 1, i \neq j \) represents that the \( i \)th player’s terminal is able to exploit the correlations from the \( j \)th player’s decoded video frame, and hence its video frame is decoded by the combination of *Inter-stream P-frame* downloaded from cloud and a decoded DSC video frame *DSC-frame* received from the \( j \)th player’s terminal via the ad hoc network.

To guarantee that the solution represented by a particular \( M \) can be adopted as a system encoding solution, a validation of the solution is required.

**Information Integrity**

In the distributed decoding system facilitated by the ad hoc cloudlet, obviously at least one player needs to download an *Intra-stream P-frame* from the cloud, in order to provide a future reference for the peer terminals. Thus, the first condition is that at least one of the diagonal elements of \( M \) is 1:

\[
tr(M) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_{ii} \geq 1 \quad (2.4)
\]

where \( tr(M) \) denotes the trace of square matrix \( M \).

**Decoding Reliability**

All players’ terminals require either *Intra-stream P-frame* or *Inter-stream P-frame* to decode their video frames. Hence, a second condition is that the sum of elements in each row of \( M \) is equal to 1:

\[
\forall i \in M_{ij}, \sum_{j=1}^{n} M_{ij} = 1 \quad (2.5)
\]
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Loop-Free

With the above checks, a solution is still not guaranteed to be valid. A problem called decoding loop can cause invalid solutions in the system. To solve this problem, we consider non-zero elements in $M$ as the decoding vectors for $n$ players and further represent these vectors by a graph $G = (V, E)$, where finite sets $V$ and $E$ contain the nodes and directed edges, respectively. Some notations are defined as follows for the analysis.

- **Node**: Each player is represented as either an inter-node $\gamma_x$ or an intra-node $\lambda_x$. If a player will download images from the server via Intra-stream P-frame, the player is represented as an intra-node; otherwise, the player is represented as an inter-node. The set of all nodes $V = \{\gamma_1, \gamma_2, ..., \gamma_m, \lambda_1, \lambda_2, ..., \lambda_n\}$ contains $m$ inter-nodes and $n$ intra-nodes.

- **Edge**: Each edge connects two nodes and has a direction. An edge pointing from $\gamma_1$ to $\gamma_2$ is represented as $(\gamma_1, \gamma_2)$. If players 1 and 2 are represented as inter-nodes $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$, respectively, then $(\gamma_1, \gamma_2)$ indicates that player 1 will download images from player 2 via an Inter-stream P-frame.

- **Path**: A finite sequence of edges connecting distinct nodes forms a path. For example, $P_x = (\gamma_1, \gamma_2, ..., \lambda_n)$ is a path with a starting point $\gamma_1$ and an end point $\lambda_n$. An isolated intra-node (no edge pointing in) is on a zero-path $P_y = (\lambda_n)$.

- **Loop**: A path combined with an edge pointing from the end point of the path to the starting point of the path is called a loop. For $P_x = (\gamma_1, \gamma_2, ..., \gamma_n)$, $C_y = P_x + (\gamma_n, \gamma_1)$ is a loop with $n$ nodes $\{\gamma_1, \gamma_2, ..., \gamma_n\}$.

- **Valid Path**: A path ending at an intra-node is called a valid path. A zero-path is also a valid path.
• **Decoding Dependance:** An *intra-node* decodes its image by default (by downloading directly from the server, which is not shown in our analysis.) An *inter-node* decodes its image only if it is on a valid path.

• **Valid System:** If each node in the system can decode its image, then this system is a valid system.

We here make the statement that, if a graph $G$ contains a loop, its corresponding encoding solution $M$ is not able to be decoded in the ad hoc cloudlet. The proof is as follows:

**Lemma 1** No intra-node or valid path is on a loop.

**Proof** Since any *intra-node* does not point to any other node, it must not be in a loop. For the same reason, since any valid path ends at an *intra-node* that is not in a loop, this path must not be in a loop.

**Theorem 1** If a system is valid, then no loop is present in the system.

**Proof** Since the system is valid, each *inter-node* must be on a valid path. By Lemma 1, no intra-node or inter-node is in a loop, so no loop is present in the system.

**Theorem 2** If no loop is present in a system, the system is valid.

**Proof** Suppose to the contrary that a system with no loop is not valid. Then, there exists an inter-node $\gamma_x$ in the system such that by choosing $\gamma_x$ to be the starting point, we can always find a longest path $P_x = (\gamma_x, \gamma_{x+1}, ..., \gamma_{x+n})$ with $n$ edges. Since $P_x$ is the longest path (i.e., $\gamma_{x+n}$ cannot point to an $(n + 2)th$ node) and inter-node $\gamma_{x+n}$ has an edge pointing out, there must exist an edge $(\gamma_{x+n}, \gamma_{x+k})$ such that $\gamma_{x+n}$ must point to $\gamma_{x+k}$ where $k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n - 1$. Then $(\gamma_{x+k}, \gamma_{x+k+1}, ..., \gamma_{x+n}) + (\gamma_{x+n}, \gamma_{x+k})$ form a loop, which is contradictory to our assumption. Therefore, the theorem has been proven.
Therefore, a system is valid if and only if no loop is present in a system.

In order to provide a loop-free solution, it is mandatory that \( M \) satisfies the following equation:

\[
\forall p \in \{1, 2, ..., n\}, tr(M^p) = tr(M) \tag{2.6}
\]

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.

**Mobility Constraints**

The decoding procedure is constrained by the wireless connectivity in the ad hoc network, which is specified by the neighboring matrix \( E \) in our system definition.

However, in an ad hoc network, the mobile terminals may also communicate with each other over multiple hops. Denote \( h \) as the maximum number of hops allowed, we derive the \( h \)-hop neighboring matrix \( \hat{E} \) as:

\[
\hat{E}_{ij} = \text{pos}(\tilde{E}_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 
1, & \tilde{E}_{ij} > 0 \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\tag{2.7}
\]

where

\[
\tilde{E} = E^h \tag{2.8}
\]

Hence, we hereby formulate the mobility constraints into the validation of solution \( M \), as shown in following equation:

\[
M = M \odot \hat{E} \tag{2.9}
\]
Multi-hop Decoding Constraints

With the proposed encoder, we are able to determine the optimal solution for inter-video encoding. However, there is a practical issue to be addressed when realizing the system: since the encoder efficiently groups correlated video frames and constructs a tree to describe the dependency of the video frames, a multi-hop decoding might occur at the users’ terminals. For example, in time slot $t$, given an Intra-stream $P$-frame $P_{\text{intra}}[(t, 1) \rightarrow (t - 1, 1)]$ for player 1 and two Inter-stream $P$-frames $P_{\text{inter}}[(t, 2) \rightarrow (t, 1)]$ and $P_{\text{inter}}[(t, 3) \rightarrow (t, 2)]$ for players 2 and 3, player 3 can only decode the video frame after player 2 has decoded the frame by receiving the decoded image from player 1, which introduces larger system latency. However, gaming applications are very sensitive to latency. Therefore, multi-hop decoding might affect the players’ QoE.

To address this issue, we provide a solution that restricts the dependency of Inter-stream $P$-frame decoding to one-hop to guarantee an acceptable level of decoding latency. This One-Hop Inter-Stream Encoding is enforced by introducing constraints on solution $M$.

Define $n$ vector $V$ by:

$$V_j = \text{pos}(\sum_{i=1}^{n} M_{ij}) = \begin{cases} 1, & \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_{ij} > 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (2.10)$$

A solution $M$ satisfies One-Hop Inter-Stream Encoding if and only if:

$$\forall i \in M_{ii}, M_{ii} = V_i \quad (2.11)$$
2.5 Optimization Target

2.5.1 QoE Factor

The main focus of cloud gaming system optimization is to minimize the expected server transmission rate from the cloud. Apparently, exploiting similarities from peer players’ video frames with Inter-stream P-frame of smaller packet size is generally more advantageous in terms of data transmission speed, power consumption, data expense and others. However, the server transmission rate is not the only factor that impacts the system performance. Regarding QoE control for all players participating in this cooperative ad hoc cloudlet, there are more variables involves such as NQoS, device computing capacity, etc. For instance, with a specific encoding matrix $M$ that minimizes transmissions, player $i$ may be selected as the reference to which other peering terminals depend on for frame decoding, while it is struggling with poor NQoS or low computing capacities. As a consequence, its delay on video image construction introduces additional latency to the whole ad hoc cloudlet system.

To this end, we introduce a novel measure $QoE$ factor $\theta$ as an index of system performance, where a smaller value of $QoE$ factor $\theta$ represents a better QoE. Thanks to the recent development of hardware, most terminals have the computing power to perform complicated computations nowadays. Therefore, the $QoE$ factor only considers the two most critical parameters: server transmission load and the user’s NQoS. The server transmission load $R$ is represented by an $n \times n$ matrix, where $n$ is the number of players, with elements $R_{ij}$ given by

$$R_{ij} = M_{ij} \cdot P_{ij} \quad (2.12)$$

where $P_{ij}$ is defined as encoding structure stated in Section 2.4.2 and $R_{ij}$ represents the
data size of server transmission when \(i\)th player’s video frame is decoded by predicting to \(j\)th player’s. We expect the value of the QoE factor \(\theta\) to be proportional to the expected server transmission load \(R\) and inversely proportional to the NQoS level \(N\). Hence, we may consider \(R\) and \(N\) as the demand and supply \[75\] of the proposed system, respectively.

Referring to \[75\], we define

\[
\theta = \mathcal{F}(R, N) \tag{2.13}
\]

where \(R\) and \(N\) can be negatively correlated. In this work, without loss of generality, we choose the inverse proportional relationship between them. For instance,

\[
\theta = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{R_{ij}}{N_{ij}} \right) \tag{2.14}
\]

However, it is possible to adapt the above model to various cases of the proposed system.

### 2.5.2 Objective Function

We can now formally define the search for the optimal encoding structure as an optimization that finds video encoding solution \(M\), using the calculation of video correlation matrix \(P\) and NQoS \(N\), in the feasible space \(\Phi\) that possesses the smallest possible expected QoE factor \(\theta\), while all constraints on the encoding solution are observed. We formulate this optimization problem using the following objective function:

\[
\text{Minimize: } O(M, P, N) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (M_{ij} \cdot P_{ij}/N_{ij}) \tag{2.15}
\]

Subject to: \((2.4)(2.5)(2.6)(2.9)(2.11)\)

Note that, \((2.11)\) represents the restriction of multi-hop decoding, which is optional in optimizations for different purposes.
2.6 Heuristic Approach

Given a cloud gaming session with \( n \) participants, deriving the optimal encoding solution for all terminals incurs a complexity of \( 2^n \), which indicates a high computational cost that increases exponentially with the number of terminals accessing the cloud for gaming services. To address this issue, we investigate two heuristic approaches to support quick QoE optimization with lower computational complexity.

2.6.1 Local Greedy Approach

A local greedy approach reaches a sub-optimal encoding solution by always looking for the smallest \textit{QoE factor} in the solution space, as shown in Algorithm 2.1. It follows the principle of a pruning algorithm to achieve the local optima.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Local Greedy Encoding Algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\STATE Given correlation matrix \( P \) and NQoS matrix \( N \)
\STATE Initiate all-0 video encoding solution matrix \( M \)
\STATE Initiate search space matrix \( S = P/N \)
\REPEAT
\FOR {each \( M_{mn} \neq 0 \)}
\STATE Search smallest \( S_{xy} \) in \( S_{ij} \) and \( S_{im} \)
\IF {exist multiple smallest \( S_{xy} \)}
\STATE Search smallest \( S_{ix} \) for each \( S_{xy} \)
\STATE Select \( S_{xy} \) with smallest \( S_{ix} \)
\ENDIF
\STATE Set 1 \( \rightarrow M_{xy} \)
\STATE Set \( \text{null} \rightarrow S_{xi} \)
\ENDFOR
\UNTIL \( \forall i \in M_{ij} , \sum_{j=1}^{n} M_{ij} = 1 \)
\RETURN \( M \)
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

According to the Algorithm \[2.1\], the computational complexity is reduced to \( n^2 \), which is significantly lower than \( 2^n \). Note that if there exist multiple smallest \( S_{xy} \), the algorithm
will further consider their potential usage as others’ references to derive a relatively better encoding method.

### 2.6.2 One-Hop Restricted Local Greedy Approach

To solve the multi-hop decoding problem, another one-hop encoding algorithm as shown in Algorithm 2.2 is proposed in this section. The solution is basically the same as the local greedy approach but it does not consider multi-hop dependency in encoding structures.

**Algorithm 2.2 One-Hop Local Greedy Encoding Algorithm**

1: Given correlation matrix $P$ and NQoS matrix $N$
2: Initiate all-0 video encoding solution matrix $M$
3: Initiate search space matrix $S = P/N$
4: repeat
5: for each $M_{mn} \neq 0$ and $m = n$ do
6: Search smallest $S_{xy}$ in $S_{ii}$ and $S_{im}$
7: if exist multiple smallest $S_{xy}$ and $x = y$ then
8: Search smallest $S_{ix}$ for each $S_{xy}$
9: Select $S_{xy}$ with smallest $S_{ix}$
10: else
11: if exist one smallest $S_{xy}$ and $x = y$ then
12: Select $S_{xy}$ with smallest $S_{ix}$
13: end if
14: else
15: if exist multiple smallest $S_{xy}$ and $x! = y$ then
16: Randomly select a $S_{xy}$
17: end if
18: end if
19: Set $1 \rightarrow M_{xy}$
20: Set $null \rightarrow S_{xi}$
21: end for
22: until $\forall i \in M_{ij}, \sum_{j=1}^{n} M_{ij} = 1$
23: return $M$

According to Algorithm 2.2 with the same value of $S_{xy}$, we set up a higher priority to *Intra-stream P-frame* rather than *Inter-stream P-frame*, since an *Inter-stream P-frame*
will never be a future reference for other players with one-hop decoding restriction.

2.7 An Experimental Case Study: Diablo II

The performance of proposed system may subject to different games, since the optimization results rely on the video correlations, which is strongly related to the variance of contents and the camera positions of different players. In this work, we select Diablo II to conduct our case study, since it is considered one of the most popular and representative multiplayer action role-playing games in history. To simplify our model, two players (as a sorceress and an assassin) are connected to each other over a WLAN and start their ventures simultaneously, as illustrated in Fig. 2.5.

![A Run-Time Screenshot for Concurrent Players in Diablo II](image)

In order to understand the video features, we capture their gaming screen (with a resolution of 800 × 600) as lossless videos using Fraps\(^8\) and encode the videos into video frames by FFmpeg\(^9\), which is an H.264 codec widely used in online video streaming and also cloud gaming systems [20]. We set the encoding frame rate to 30 frames per second.

\(^8\)http://www.fraps.com/

\(^9\)https://www.ffmpeg.org/
(fps), number of B-frames to 0, and leave all default parameters in FFmpeg. With infinite GOP, the frame sizes of the encoded video sequence are recorded as Intra-stream P-frame set. Note that in order to eliminate the interference from I-Frame sizes, we do not record the size of the first I-frame encoded by FFmpeg. On the other hand, we extract image sequences from the two gaming videos, and again use the FFmpeg codec with identical settings to encode Player 2’s images into P-frames by predicting from player 1’s concurrent image. Thus, a set of Inter-stream P-frames of Player 2 depending on Player 1 is derived. Following general research in related topics [58], we set the target video quality in terms of peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to 40dB. According to our measurements on the resulting videos, the average PSNR values for the two encoded Player 2’s videos are 51.7130dB and 49.2430dB, which indicate acceptable and comparable image quality for these two encoding methods.

With the numeric number of Intra-stream and Inter-stream P-frames, it is trivial to
calculate the optimal encoding solution, given Player 2 is eligible to explore the similarity
between its video sequence and Player 1’s. As shown in the five-minute frame size trace
in Fig. 2.6, the blue line indicates the real-time frame sizes of Player 1, while the red line
indicates those of Player 2. From the figure, we can see that the two players’ frame sizes
fluctuate in the range of 0 to 70 kilobytes as time progresses. On the other hand, we derive
the Inter-stream P-frames of Player 2 and compare their sizes to the frame size of Player 2
(red line). The smaller value between these two lines in a specific time slot is considered the
optimal frame size for Player 2, which is depicted by the green line in the figure. Clearly,
Player 2 can benefit greatly from exploiting the frame similarities, resulting in a significant
reduction in network transmission by 23.26% (from 111906600 bytes to 85871751 bytes).
Moreover, it is also remarkable that the optimized frame sizes are smoother, in comparison
to original Intra-stream P-frame. This will enhance the QoE for cloud gaming participants,
especially when network bandwidth is scarce.

2.8 Trace-Driven Simulations

In this section, we conduct trace-driven simulations to evaluate the performance of the
cloud gaming system and our proposed algorithms. We first study the size of P-frames in
real scenarios and then simulate gaming sessions to evaluate the QoE optimization for the
proposed system.

2.8.1 Study on Intra-Stream P-Frame Size

To obtain empirical models of Intra-Stream P-Frame size, we conduct video measurement
experiments for three different games: Diablo II, League of Legend (LoL) and NBA2K14.
We played several sessions of these games and captured their videos for analysis. To simply
the comparison, we set the screen resolution of Diablo II and NBA2K14 to 800 × 600, while
the LoL screen is set to $1024 \times 768$, which is the lowest game mode. After H.264 encoding with FFmpeg, we obtain the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) of the frame sizes for these games, as depicted in Fig. 2.7.

![Diagram](image-url)

(a) Intra-Stream P-frame Size for Diablo II

![Diagram](image-url)

(b) Intra-Stream P-frame Size for LoL

![Diagram](image-url)

(c) Intra-Stream P-frame Size for NBA2K14

**Figure 2.7**: An Illustration of Distributions of Inter-stream P-frame Sizes
As we can see from the figures, the PDFs of video frames demonstrate different patterns from game to game. This implies that we cannot represent all types of games with a single model. To support our subsequent simulations, we conduct curve-fitting for Diablo II to obtain the following piecewise function:

\[
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
  a_1x^2 + b_1x + c_1, & 2.03 \times 10^{-3} \leq x \leq 0.91 \\
  a_2x^2 + b_2x + c_2, & 0.91 \leq x \leq 9.62 \\
  a_3e^{b_3x}, & 9.62 \leq x \leq 193.36
\end{cases}
\]  

where \(a_1 = -1.136 \times 10^{-3}, b_1 = 1.234 \times 10^{-3}, c_1 = -9.428 \times 10^{-5}, a_2 = 2.101 \times 10^{-6}, b_2 = -2.092 \times 10^{-5}, c_2 = 7.765 \times 10^{-5}, a_3 = 1.907 \times 10^{-4}, b_3 = -0.1178\). The three R-squared values for the goodness of fit are \(R^2_1 = 0.8968, R^2_2 = 0.6013\) and \(R^2_3 = 0.9437\). Based on this equation, we create a random frame size generator \(x = f^{-1}(y)\) to simulate the variety of Intra-stream P-frames.

### 2.8.2 Study on Inter-Stream P-Frame Size

As stated in our system model, we assume that the distances between avatars are positively correlated to the frame sizes of *Inter-stream P-Frames*. In this section, we conduct a two-player experiment based on Diablo II to verify this assumption and quantitatively measure their relationships.

The experiment was conducted as follows. An amazon (Player 1) stands still in a battlefield and a necromancer (Player 2) walks around the amazon at a certain pace, from near toward far. For each move, both players capture screenshots for future comparison. With 26 collected screenshots, we encoded Player 1’s images as I-frames, while Player 2’s images were encoded as *Inter-stream P-Frames* predicted from the corresponding I-frames. The data sizes of these *Inter-stream P-Frames* are depicted in Fig. 2.8.
Based on these experimental data, we investigate the relationship between frame size and viewing distance by curve-fitting the P-frames sizes as follows.

\[ f(x) = a(1 - b \times e^{-\frac{x}{c}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

where \( a = 37 \), \( b = 0.9231 \), \( c = 13.89 \) and the R-squared for goodness of fit is 0.731. With this approach, we derive the function of \( P_e() \) as follows:

\[ P_e(X_i, Y_i, X_j, Y_j) = a \times (1 - b \times e^{-\frac{\sqrt{(X_i-Y_j)^2+(X_i-Y_j)^2}}{c}}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

Fig. 2.9 illustrates the function of \( P_e() \), in which the size of Inter-stream P-frame is directly associated with the gaming scene’s coordinate system.
2.8.3 Experimental Setup

To validate the performance of our proposed system and encoding schemes, we set up the following experiments. The expectation of Intra-stream P-frame $\mu$ comes from the average value of P-frame size in the Stanford Bunny light field. Since our previous work [76] has performed studies on avatars’ interactional model, this chapter focuses on the other parameters that impacts the QoE. To emulate the network coverage and wireless channel in real world, we simplify the model in simulations by enforcing state transitions of NQoS to neighboring levels as follows:

$$
\eta(i) = \begin{cases} 
i, & p(i, i) \\
i + 1, & p(i, i + 1) \\
i - 1, & p(i, i - 1) \end{cases}
$$

(2.19)
In our experiments, we initiate all players’ devices with random values of NQoS level following a uniform distribution and renew these values by the above equation in every 20 seconds, according to the movement interval of players. In each iteration of the simulation, we assign the terminals with different random values of Markov chain transition probabilities $p(i, i), p(i, i + 1), p(i, i - 1)$, which represent their distinct NQoS transition. Other default values of the simulation parameters are shown in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2.1: Default Simulation Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number of players $n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>player gaming region $r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>player movement unit $s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best NQoS level $n_q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminal maximal allowed hops $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>terminal maximal communication range $c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>simulation time $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fps (frame per second)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>map size $m \times m$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screen width $w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>screen height $h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit step pixels $k$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjunction direction $n_{adj}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random walk probability $p_{rw}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chase time $t_{chase}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All experiments are conducted with random seeds. For comparisons, we derive the average QoE factors of five schemes: Intra-only represents the traditional encoding method without ad hoc cloudlet assistance, Optimal represents the global optimal QoE with our optimization, Optimal (One-hop) represents the global optimal QoE with one-hop encoding restriction, while Greedy and Greedy (One-hop) represents the simulation results derived by our proposed greedy algorithms with and without one-hop encoding restriction.
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### 2.8.4 Effects of Number of Players

We first evaluate the effects of the number of players on QoE Performance. With a fixed size gaming map and avatar behavior model, more game participants will increase the chance of correlated videos generated in the cloud server that exploits better encoding schemes with the help of *Inter-stream P-frames*. Since expected server transmission rate is proportional to our defined QoE factor, it is obvious that lower expected server transmission rate results in smaller QoE factor.

![Figure 2.10: Effects of Number of Players on QoE](image)

As illustrated in Fig. 2.10, the values of the QoE factor for *Intra-only* remain unchanged as the number of game players increases, while those of the other 4 schemes keep decreasing. The *Optimal* solution exhibits the most improvement on QoE, dropping from 230 to 100 when the number of players increases from 2 to 8. As a sub-optimal solution, the *Greedy* algorithm also demonstrates a great performance by underperforming the *Optimal* algorithm by only around 3%. With the one-hop decoding
restriction, \textit{Optimal (One-hop)} encoding reduces the values of the QoE factor by 27.3\% to 65.9\% compared to \textit{Intra-only}. Again, \textit{Greedy (One-hop)} only slightly underperforms the corresponding optimal scheme, reducing the QoE factor by up to 65.6\% compared to \textit{Intra-only}. Another interesting phenomenon shown by this figure is that, as the number of players increases, the QoE factor of \textit{Optimal} decreases more significantly than \textit{Optimal (One-hop)} does. The reason is that, when more players are collaboration over the cloudlet, multiple hop correlations between gaming videos are more likely to occur, which benefits the \textit{Optimal} scheme but not the one-hop restricted scheme.

\subsection{2.8.5 Effects of Maximum Communication Range between Terminals}

The terminals’ connectivity to each other is an important factor that affects the packet exchange in the ad hoc cloudlet, which impacts the cooperative \textit{Inter-stream P-frame} sharing in QoE optimization. In this section, we evaluate the five schemes over different maximum communication ranges between the terminals’, ranging from 0 to 80.

As illustrated in Fig. 2.11, the values of QoE factor for \textit{Intra-only} are not affected by changes in the maximum communication range, while the QoE factors of the other 4 schemes with ad hoc cloudlet assistance keep reducing along with the increase of communication range from 0 to 50 meters. Note that, the QoE factor of the \textit{Optimal} scheme drops from 480 to 170 when the communication range is increased from 0 to 25 meters, which is a 72.9\% improvement in QoE. In fact, at a communication range of 25 meters, even the \textit{Greedy(one-hop)} solution can achieve a 64.6\% reduction in the QoE factor compared to the \textit{Intra-only} scheme. However, increasing the maximum communication range to longer than 50 meters does not yield further QoE improvements.
2.8.6 Effects of Maximum Number of Hops Allowed

Another factor that impacts the efficiency of the ad hoc cloudlet is the maximum number of hops allowed. As discussed in Section 2.4.5, the multi-hop packet relay in ad hoc networks is a key element of constructing the neighbor matrix $E$, which determines if a Inter-stream $P$-frame sharing between terminals is possible. Allowing more hops for terminals to exchange video frames increases the chances of exploiting correlations between peering devices.

Fig. 2.12 compares the performance of the 5 schemes by simulations, in which the maximum number of hops allowed is varied from 0 to 6. Intuitively, allowing more hops in the ad hoc cloudlet should benefit the QoE optimization. However, in our experimental settings, these improvements are not significant, especially when we further consider the latencies introduced by multi-hop relays.
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2.8.7 Effects of NQoS

As discussed in Section 2.4.4, the variation of NQoS is a critical element in QoE optimization. Avoiding the download of large frames from devices with poor NQoS could benefit all game participants in the cloud gaming system. In this section, we enumerate combinations of $p(i, i+1)$ and $p(i, i-1)$ settings in the range of $[0, 0.5]$ to evaluate the effects of NQoS.

As shown in Fig. 2.13, both *Intra-only* and *Optimal* reach a peak value at $p(i, i+1) = 0, p(i, i-1) = 0.5$, since this setting makes all terminals’ NQoS to become worse, which substantially degrades the overall QoE. Note that with the same NQoS parameters, the proposed *Optimal* solution outperforms the conventional *Intra-only* scheme with lower values of QoE factor. More importantly, the QoE improvement of our proposed ad hoc cloudlet system is especially pronounced in the scenarios where NQoS is poor; it yields a peak QoE factor of around 1000, which is a 40% of the result for the *Intra-only* solution.
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2.9 Summary

In recent years, cooperative video sharing with the support of ad hoc cloudlets has been investigated as a bandwidth-efficient solution in streaming-based cloud gaming systems. In this work, we have improved the system model in our previous work by considering terminal mobility and the variations of NQoE. We have formulated the QoE-oriented optimization problem, with and without multi-hop decoding restriction. Heuristic solutions have also been proposed to reduce computational complexity and enable quick encoding in real-time gaming video streaming. Results from empirical studies on Diablo II and extensive gaming trace-drive simulations have been presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed QoE optimization scheme and the efficiency of the heuristic algorithms.
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Cognitive Cloud Gaming Platform

3.1 Introduction

As stated in Section 1.2 of Chapter 1 the main distinction between the two existing cloud-based gaming models is the proportion of offloading. However, both of them are still of insufficient flexibility, given the various scenarios of playing cloud games on terminals. In fact, some procedures other than graphical rendering, e.g., frequent and simple calculations, can be executed locally to reduce the latency of responses and also reduce the cloud workload. In this chapter, we present a cognitive and flexible cloud gaming platform, which learns the player’s environment (i.e., the combination of terminal and access network) and adapts the cloud gaming service to these evaluations. This kind of platform decomposes the game program into inter-dependent components that can be distributed to either the cloud or local terminal for execution, which achieves flexible resource allocation. Accordingly, the adaptive, interactive, contextual, iterative and stateful paradigm of cognitive computing [77] has motivated us to build a context-aware scheme that learns players’ behavior during their gaming sessions, which enables the scheme to adapt the cloud-terminal workload to the run-time environment to optimize the use of cloud, network and terminal resources while meeting the quality of service (QoS) objectives of the gaming sessions. The remaining sections of the chapter are organized as follows. We review related work in Section 3.2 and propose the framework in Section 3.3. Then, in Section 3.4 we model and formulate the decomposed cloud games.
as a graph partitioning problem and perform theoretical analysis on optimal solutions. QoS requirements and the optimization targets for cognitive cloud resource management are described in Section 3.5. We further suggest two heuristic approaches for scalable implementations, based on local greedy and genetic algorithm (GA) approaches, in Section 3.6. Results of simulations are presented in Sections 3.7. Section 3.8 summarizes the chapter.

### 3.2 Related Work

The resource allocation optimization problem considered in this chapter belongs to a group of dynamic partitioning problems for multiple devices. Studies on the dynamic partitioning between cloud and users’ mobile terminals have been conducted for general-purpose applications. The work [78] first introduced a K-step algorithm to compute partitioning on-the-fly, when a phone connects to the server, and specified its resources and requirements. Furthermore, the work [79] formulated the dynamic partitioning problem and discussed the supporting platform that facilitates it. A dynamic partitioning system named CloneCloud was designed in [80]. As a flexible application partitioner and execution runtime, CloneCloud enables unmodified mobile applications running in an application-level virtual machine to seamlessly offload part of their execution from mobile devices onto device clones operating in a computational cloud. Similar to MAUI [81], CloneCloud partitions applications using a framework that combines static program analysis with dynamic program profiling and optimizes execution time or energy consumption using an optimization solver. For offloaded execution, MAUI performs method shipping with relevant heap objects, but CloneCloud migrates specific threads with relevant execution state on demand and can merge migrated state back to the original process. However, a basic requirement of these two
works is that identical application copies must be placed in both cloud and terminal sides
apriori, which conflicts with our design principles of “click-and-play” for the cloud-based
games. Moreover, the mandatory static analysis of both MAUI and CloneCloud requires
all programs to be hosted a priori in the platform for the static analysis. This procedure
extracts the relationships of components, which is necessary information for dynamic
profiling and also potentially increases the efficiency of dynamic adaption. However, the
static analysis needs additional code instruments, which further complicates the program
development. In contrast, on-the-fly adaptation simplifies the program development,
while its real-time estimation and optimization features may introduce system overheads,
such as increased resource consumption and latency. Our proposed platform supports
both static and on-the-fly partitioning, since a dynamic measurement method for the
components’ performances is introduced. Moreover, we also enable cross-platform gaming
experience by adopting JavaScript language.

3.3 System Overview

Fig. 3.1 illustrates a two-layer conceptual framework that facilitates the dynamic
partitioning.

3.3.1 Conceptual Framework

The first layer is designed for the component-based games. These game components are
able to migrate from the cloud to the mobile terminal via the network under the
instruction of the Onloading Manager. Serving as a message gateway between
components, the Partitioning Coordinator intelligently selects destination components,
locally or remotely, to achieve dynamic resource allocation. The Synchronization
Controller is designed to guarantee the synchronization of data in identical components
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Figure 3.1: Cognitive Cloud Gaming Platform

distributed in the cloud and mobile terminals. Note that the Onloading Manager, Partitioning Coordinator and Synchronization Controller work with the Cognitive Engine for the purpose of maintaining an acceptable QoS for players.

As an infrastructure, the cognitive platform collects information from cloud, terminal and networks. Afterward, this information is forwarded to Cognitive Engines hosted in both cloud and terminal sides. Of course, these two engines might have different roles: the one in the terminal acts as the first filter for data, while the one in the cloud can perform sophisticated analysis that supports decision making of dynamic partitioning. Nevertheless, both of them are imperative for the system.

3.3.2 Cognitive Resource Management

In this section, we provide an overview of the proposed cognitive resource management. As a cognitive system, it is cognitive of resources and characteristics of the cloud, the access
network, and the end-user devices, to enable dynamic utilization of these resources. To the best of our knowledge, a QoE-oriented cognitive system is not yet investigated for cloud gaming systems.

In a typical scenario, the GaaS cloud hosts a number of terminals with a diversity of user-end devices and frequent changes in network QoS and cloud responses. The Cognitive Resource Manager monitors and assesses all terminals’ working status and dynamically determines partitioning solution for each of them according to the system status, e.g., the available network bandwidth and remaining resources in the cloud, in order to provide cognitive capabilities across the cloud gaming system. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the four terminals host a different number of components locally, since their device status is distinct from each other. In the meantime, the Cognitive Resource Manager

![Cognitive Cloud Gaming Platform](image)
schedules the Virtual Machine 2 and 3 to dispatch components to their corresponding terminals, since the available bandwidth allows the background downloads.

### 3.4 System Modeling

In this section, we model the resource management problem from the perspectives of game components, QoS constraints and optimization targets.

#### 3.4.1 Game Components

In the cognitive cloud gaming platform, games consist of inter-dependent components that work collaboratively to provide gaming services for players. Similar to application’s consumption graph in [78], Fig. 3.3 depicts an intuitive illustration that denotes the dependency of game components as a directed graph.

![Figure 3.3: Components Partitioning for Proposed Cognitive Platform](image)

We model the dependent game components by a directed graph \( G = \{V, E\} \), where each vertex in \( V \) represents a game component \( v_i \) and each edge \( e_{i,j} \) in \( E \) indicates a dependency...
between \( v_i \) and \( v_j \). Each component \( v_i \) is characterized by the parameters listed in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_i )</td>
<td>the resource consumption of ( v_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_i )</td>
<td>the size of the compiled code of ( v_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_i )</td>
<td>the execution frequency of ( v_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( o_{i,j} )</td>
<td>the amount of output data from ( v_i ) to ( v_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f_{i,j} )</td>
<td>the frequency that ( v_i ) sends data output to ( v_j )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once the mobile terminal fetches the game components from the cloud, the *Partitioning Coordinator* works with the *Cognitive Decision Engine* to solve the dynamic partitioning problem to provide a QoS-oriented resource optimization. In this framework, all input and output data from the components are sent to the *Partitioning Coordinator*, which provides a routing service to invoke messages by intelligently selecting the destination components when an application cycle is determined.

As depicted in Fig. 3.3, the partitioning problem intrinsically seeks to find a cut in the component graph such that some components of the game run on the client side and the remaining ones run on the cloud side. The optimal cut maximizes or minimizes an objective function \( O \), which expresses the general goal of a partition such as minimizing the end-to-end interaction time between the mobile terminal and the cloud, minimizing the resource consumption in the cloud, or minimizing the data transmissions for the game terminals. Therefore, the resource management problem is to seek an optimal set of all connecting terminals’ partitioning solutions in discretized search space, which meets the system’s optimization target.
3.4.2 Formulation

To formulate the costs associated with partitioning of the game components, which properties are listed in Table 3.1, we further define specific parameters, including resource consumptions, code migration cost, and output transmission cost, as shown in Table 3.2.

Note that the term “cost” in this chapter is used as a measure of resource utilization or consumptions in terms of how they impact system performance. For our practical implementation, the cost is given by the actual latency.

**Table 3.2: Formulation Notation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>the set of components allocated in cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>the set of components allocated in terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_i$</td>
<td>execution cost of $v_i$ in terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_i$</td>
<td>execution cost of $v_i$ in cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_i$</td>
<td>migration cost of $v_i$ from cloud to terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p_i$</td>
<td>execution probability of $v_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{i,j}$</td>
<td>communication cost from $v_i$ to $v_j$, $i, j \in \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta_{i,j}$</td>
<td>communication cost from $v_i$ to $v_j$, $i, j \in \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda_{i,j}$</td>
<td>communication cost from $v_i$ to $v_j$, $i \in \sigma$, $j \in \tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{i,j}$</td>
<td>communication cost from $v_i$ to $v_j$, $i \in \tau$, $j \in \sigma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$q_{i,j}$</td>
<td>probability that $v_i$ sends data output to $v_j$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that $t_i$ and $c_i$ denote the component execution costs in the terminals and the cloud, which give an overall evaluation of resource consumptions $r_i$ in CPU, memory and energy, etc., $m_i$ denote the overall transmission cost of migrating component $i$ from cloud to terminal, which depends on code size $s_i$, network quality and expected gaming session time, etc., $\alpha_{i,j}$, $\beta_{i,j}$, $\lambda_{i,j}$ and $\theta_{i,j}$ denote message communication costs between components, subject to the amount of output data $o_{i,j}$, network QoS parameters, etc. Also, $p_i$ is subject to $f_i$, and $q_{i,j}$ is subject to $f_{i,j}$. Accordingly, we formulate the optimal partitioning problem to minimize the overall cost $C_o$, which is a sum of execution costs for all components $C_e$,
communications cost between all components $C_e$ and code migration costs $C_m$ as follows:

$$C_o = C_e + C_c + C_m$$  \hfill (3.1)

According to our definitions in Table 3.2 we derive:

$$C_e = \sum_{v_i \in \tau} t_i p_i + \sum_{v_i \in \sigma} c_i p_i$$ \hfill (3.2)

$$C_c = \sum_{v_i \in \sigma} \alpha_{i,j} q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \tau} \beta_{i,j} q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \tau} \lambda_{i,j} q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \sigma} \lambda_{i,j} q_{i,j}$$ \hfill (3.3)

$$C_m = \sum_{v_i \in \tau} m_i$$ \hfill (3.4)

### 3.4.3 Optimal Partitioning Solution

The minimum overall cost $C_o$ is subject to the various costs parameters denoted in Table 3.2. In this section, we derive the minimum cost for a special case, where the parameters for all $v_i$ and $e_i$ in Table 3.2 are all identical: we denote their constant values as $t, c, m, p, \alpha, \beta, \lambda, \theta, q$, respectively. Consequently, the directed graph for component partitioning is transformed to a connected and undirected graph with identical weight $(\lambda + \beta) \cdot q$ for the edges. We derive the minimum cost for different graph topologies with $N$ components, including minimum spanning tree, complete graph and general graph. As a practical constraint, at least one component is executed in each player’s terminal, acting as the player’s command receiver and transmitter.
Partitioning for Minimum Spanning tree

A minimum spanning tree (MST) or minimum weight spanning tree is a spanning tree with weight less than or equal to the weight of every other spanning tree. In our context, it refers to a connected graph topology that contains \( N - 1 \) edges, as illustrated by the example in Fig. 3.4.

Assume \( k \in [1, n-1] \) cuts in the MST \( G_M(N) \) to split the \( N \) components so that \( x \in [1, N-1] \) components are placed in the terminal and \( N - x \) components are placed in the cloud. This leads to the following cost functions:

\[
C_e = x \cdot t \cdot p + (N - x) \cdot c \cdot p \tag{3.5}
\]

\[
C_m = m \cdot x \tag{3.6}
\]

\[
C_c = [(x - 1) \cdot \beta + (N - x - 1) \cdot \alpha + k \cdot (\lambda + \theta)] \cdot q \tag{3.7}
\]

Since \( (\lambda + \beta) \cdot q \geq 0 \), to minimize the \( C_c \), the value of \( k \) should be set to 1, the minimum
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The derivative of the function $C_o$ at $x$ is shown in the following equation.

$$C'_o = [(t - c) \cdot p + m + (\beta - \alpha) \cdot q] \times 2$$

(3.8)

Therefore, we see that if $C'_o \geq 0$, the value of $x$ should be the minimum, i.e., 1, in order to minimize $C_o$. On the other hand, if $C'_o < 0$, the value of $x$ should be the maximum, i.e., $N - 1$. In general cases, the terminals’ computational efficiency is always lower than the computational efficiency of the cloud. Hence, we define $t > c$ and $\beta > \alpha$, which makes $C'_o \geq 0$. Accordingly, the optimal partitioning for MST is to only migrate the necessary components to the terminal, while executing all of the others in the cloud. However, if the cloud server is suffering from an extremely heavy workload, the computational power in terminals may exceed the cloud, then the system should migrate all components to the terminal when $C'_o < 0$, where the parameters satisfies:

$$m < (c - t) \cdot p + (\alpha - \beta) \cdot q$$

(3.9)

**Partitioning for Complete Graph**

A complete graph is a simple undirected graph in which every pair of distinct vertices is connected by a unique edge as illustrated in Fig. 3.5.

![Figure 3.5: A Complete Graph with N components](image-url)
In fact, a complete graph $G_C(N)$ with $N$ components contains $N(N - 1)/2$ edges. Assume there are $x \in [1, N - 1]$ components executed in the terminal and $N - x$ components executed in the cloud, we derive $C_e$ and $C_m$ as (3.5) and (3.6), and $C_c$ is formulated as follows.

$$C_c = [\beta \cdot x(x - 1)/2 + \alpha \cdot (N - x)(N - x - 1)/2$$

$$+ (\lambda + \theta) \cdot (N - x)x] \cdot q$$

Therefore, we derive $C_o = C_e + C_m + C_c$. In general cases, $\alpha, \beta \ll \lambda, \theta$, which leads to $\alpha + \beta - 2\lambda - 2\theta < 0$, which indicates that $C_o$ has a downward slope. Consequently, the minimum value of $C_o$ is when either $x = 1$ or $x = N - 1$. Given $C_o = f(x)$, here we derive $\Delta = f(N - 1) - f(1)$ as follows:

$$\Delta = (N - 2)[q \cdot (\beta - \alpha)(N - 1)/2 + p \cdot (t - c) + m]$$

Given $N > 2$, we see that if $\Delta \geq 0$, in order to minimize $C_o$, the value of $x$ should be 1. If $\Delta < 0$, the value of $x$ should be $N - 1$. In general cases, the terminals are less computational efficient than the cloud; thus $t > c$ and $\beta > \alpha$, which makes $\Delta \geq 0$. Accordingly, the optimal partitioning is that only the necessary single component is migrated to the terminal, while all of the others are executed in the cloud. However, if the cloud server is suffering from an extremely heavy workload such that the computational power in terminals exceeds the cloud, the system will host all components at the terminals when $\Delta < 0$, where the parameters satisfy:

$$m < (c - t) \cdot p + (\alpha - \beta) \cdot (N - 1) \cdot q/2$$
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Partitioning for General Graph

A general graph refers to a connected graph topology in which vertices are connected by an arbitrary set of edges. In this section, we discuss the overall cost for an arbitrary connected general graph $G_R(N)$ with $N$ vertices and $\{E|2(N - 1) < E < N(N - 1)/2\}$ directed edges.

**Theorem 3** Given a specific $N$, and connected graph $G_A$ is a subgraph of $G_B$, and $G_A$ and $G_B$ share the same partitioning solution $P$, the overall cost of $C_o$ satisfies: $C_o(G_A) < C_o(G_B)$

**Proof** Since $G_A$ is a subgraph of $G_B$ with specific $N$, and $G_A$ and $G_B$ share the same partitioning solution $P$, we have $C_e(G_A) = C_e(G_B)$ and $C_m(G_A) = C_m(G_B)$. Since $G_A$ is a subgraph of $G_B$, we denote a link set $L = L(G_B) - L(G_A)$, where $L_{Ga}$ and $L_{Gb}$ are the link sets of $G_A$ and $G_B$, then we derive $\Delta C_c = C_c(G_B) - C_c(G_A)$ as follows:

$$\forall v_i, v_j \in L,$$

$$\Delta C_c = \sum_{v_i \in \sigma, v_j \in \sigma} \alpha_{i,j}q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \tau, v_j \in \tau} \beta_{i,j}q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \sigma, v_j \in \tau} \lambda_{i,j}q_{i,j} + \sum_{v_i \in \tau, v_j \in \sigma} \theta_{i,j}q_{i,j}$$

Therefore, when $\Delta C_c > 0$, $C_c(G_B) > C_c(G_A)$ is true. Since $C_o = C_e + C_c + C_m$, we obtain $C_o(G_A) < C_o(G_B)$. The theorem is proved.

**Theorem 4** Given a specific $N$, and connected graph $G_A$ is a subgraph of $G_B$, the minimal overall cost of $C^m_o$ satisfies: $C^m_o(G_A) < C^m_o(G_B)$

**Proof** Denote $G_A$ as a subgraph of $G_B$, where $C^m_o(G_A)$ is the minimal overall cost of $G_A$ with the optimal partitioning of $P(A)$, and $C^m_o(G_B)$ is the minimal overall cost of $G_B$ with optimal partitioning solution $P(B)$. Suppose $C^m_o(G_A) \geq C^m_o(G_B)$ is true. Trim $G_B$ to
$G_{B'}$, where $G_{B'} = G_A$. According to Theorem 3, we have $C_{m}^{o}(G_B) > C_{o}(B')$, where $C_{o}(B')$ is the overall cost of $G_{B'}$ with partitioning solution $P(B)$. Therefore $C_{m}^{o}(G_A) > C_{o}^{k}(G_A)$, where $C_{o}^{k}(G_A)$ is the overall cost of $G_A$ with the partitioning solution $P(B)$. It contradicts the assumption that $C_{m}^{o}(G_A)$ is the minimal overall cost of $G_A$. The theorem is proved.

Since $G_{M}(N)$ is a subgraph of $G_{R}(N)$ and $G_{R}(N)$ is a subgraph of $G_{C}(N)$, according to Theorem 2, we derive:

$$C_{o}(G_{M}(N)) < C_{o}(G_{R}(N)) < C_{o}(G_{C}(N))$$  (3.13)

Take a general graph with $N$ vertices as an example. Assume there is a complete graph with $A$ vertices and another complete graph with $B = N - A$ vertices. Also assume there is one edge between vertex $A$ and $B$, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. It is mandatory that component $A$ is hosted in the cloud and component $B$ is executed in a terminal.

Assume there are $x \in [1, N - 1]$ components executed in the terminal and $N - x$ components executed in the cloud, with $C_e$ and $C_m$ derived in (3.5) and (3.6), the minimized $C_{e}$ is formulated as follows.
For $x_l < B$, 

\[
C_c(x_l) = \frac{A(A-1)\alpha q}{2} + \frac{(B-x)(B-x-1)\alpha q}{2} + \alpha q
+ (\lambda + \theta)x(B-x)q + \frac{x(x-1)\beta q}{2}
\] (3.14)

For $x_e = B$, 

\[
C_c(x_e) = \frac{A(A-1)\alpha q}{2} + (\lambda + \theta)q + \frac{B(B-1)\beta q}{2}
\] (3.15)

For $x_g > B$, 

\[
C_c(x_g) = \frac{x(x-1)\alpha q}{2} + (\lambda + \theta)(N-x)(x-B)q
+ \frac{(x-B)(x-B-1)}{2}\beta q + \frac{B(B-1)}{2}\beta q + \beta q
\] (3.16)

Given $C_o = f(x)$, we have $\Delta_l = f(x_e) - f(x_l)$. In general, $c \approx t$ and $\alpha, \beta \ll \lambda, \theta$. To this end, we consider the minimum $C_o(x_e) < C_o(x_l)$ when the values of the parameters satisfies:

\[
m(x_e - x_l) < [x_l(B-x_l) - 1](\lambda + \theta)q
\] (3.17)

Similarly, we derive $\Delta_g = f(x_e) - f(x_g)$ as follows:

\[
\Delta_g = [(t-c)p + m](x_e - x_g)
+ [1 - (N - x_g)(x_g - B)](\lambda + \theta)q
+ \left[\frac{A(A-1)}{2} - \frac{x_g(x_g-1)}{2}\right]\alpha q
+ \left[\frac{(x_g-B)(x_g-B-1)}{2} - 1\right]\beta q
\] (3.18)

Since $c \approx t$ and $\alpha, \beta \ll \lambda, \theta$, we can easily derive that $\Delta_g < 0$, thus minimum $C_o(x_e) < C_o(x_g)$. In conclusion, $C_o$ reaches the minimum value when $x = B$ and $m(x_e - x_l) < [x_l(B-x_l) - 1](\lambda + \theta)q$.
This example illustrates that it is a critical challenge to derive the solution that minimizes the overall cost for a general graph with a variety of edges. The computational complexity of seeking an optimal cut for a general graph is $2^N$.

### 3.5 Cloud Resource Management

As an assumption in previous sections, the execution and communication costs are considered identical constants. Nevertheless, real-world scenarios generally involve various values of execution and communication costs, which further complicate the optimization problem on graph partitioning. In addition, we also need to extend the problem by considering the capacity constraints of cloud and players’ terminals. In this section, we formulate the QoS controls in cloud resource management and introduce a set of optimization targets.

#### 3.5.1 QoS Constraints

As a gaming service provision system, satisfying all players’ QoS is a fundamental requirement. To this end, we formulate the QoS constraints with additional notations in Table 3.3.

**Terminal Cost Constraint**

The terminal device needs sufficient resources to host the set of downloaded gaming components. To simplify our model, we take execution and intra-terminal communication as the consumers of processing resources. The terminal processing resource consumption
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Table 3.3: QoS Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{d</td>
<td>d ∈ D}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{i,j}(d)</td>
<td>network consumption between v_i and v_j for terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_p(d)</td>
<td>expected process latency for terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_c(d)</td>
<td>expected communication latency for terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_M(d)</td>
<td>maximal tolerable latency for terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_{RTT}(d)</td>
<td>Round Trip Time for terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_C</td>
<td>cost-time factor for cloud processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_T</td>
<td>cost-time factor for terminal processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F_N</td>
<td>cost-time factor for network communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_T(d)</td>
<td>available processing resources in terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_T(d)</td>
<td>available network resources in terminal d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_C</td>
<td>available processing resources in the cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_C</td>
<td>available network resources in the cloud</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for terminal d is formulated as:

\[
\mu(d) = \sum_{v_i \in \tau} t_i(d)p_i(d) + \sum_{v_i \in \tau, v_j \in \tau} \beta_{i,j}(d)q_{i,j}(d)
\]

(3.19)

Then the constraint on terminal processing resource is formulated as:

\[
\forall d \in D, \mu(d) \leq P_T(d)
\]

(3.20)

Terminal Network Constraint

The remote invokes of components introduce network cost, e.g., bandwidth, to the gaming procedure. To guarantee the QoS for players, the system needs to control all terminals’ gaming throughput. We formulate the network resource consumption between component
$v_i \in \tau$ and $v_j \in \sigma$ for terminal $d$ as:

$$n_{i,j}(d) = \lambda_{j,i}(d) \cdot q_{j,i}(d) + \theta_{i,j}(d) \cdot q_{i,j}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

and the constraint on terminal network resource is formulated as:

$$\forall d \in D, \sum_{v_i \in \tau} n_{i,j}(d) + \sum_{v_i \in \tau} m_i(d) \leq N_T(d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

Cloud Resources Constraint

As a service provider, the cloud consumes its processing resources to host a set of components for $M$ terminals. Therefore, to guarantee the continuous resource provisioning is a critical issue in QoS assurance. The cloud processing resource consumption for terminal $d$ is formulated as:

$$\nu(d) = \sum_{v_i \in \sigma} v_i(d) p_i(d) + \sum_{v_i \in \sigma} \alpha_i,j(d) q_{i,j}(d)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

With the same notations, we formulate the constraint on cloud resources as:

$$\sum_{d \in D} \nu(d) \leq P_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

Cloud Network Constraint

During the gaming session, the cloud handles network connections from the terminals. We also need to formulate the constraint on the overall network throughput as follows:

$$\sum_{d \in D} \left( \sum_{v_i \in \tau} n_{i,j}(d) + \sum_{v_i \in \tau} m_i(d) \right) \leq N_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)
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Response Delay Constraint

Response delay represents the time interval between players’ input and the system response. In cloud gaming system, the latency is caused by processing latency and networking latency. And hence in this work, the expected processing latency \( l_p(d) \) is formulated as the sum of processing time which is proportional to the sum of processing resource consumptions in both terminal and cloud with efficient factor \( F_T \) and \( F_C \), respectively. Note that, to predict and to model the burst of component and communication costs in real game sessions will be our next step of work.

\[
l_p(d) = f(\mu(d), \nu(d), F_T, F_C) \tag{3.26}
\]

The expected networking latency \( l_n(d) \) is formulated as the sum of communication delays for all remote invocations between components, which is proportional to their network resource consumption with efficient factor \( F_N \).

\[
l_n(d) = \sum_{i \in r} g(n_{i,j}(d), T_{RTT}, F_N) \tag{3.27}
\]

where \( g \) is the function to calculate the latency from specific communication package and RTT. Accordingly, we conclude the constraint on response relay as

\[
\forall d \in D, l_n(d) + l_p(d) \leq L_M(d) \tag{3.28}
\]

3.5.2 Optimization Targets

As a cognitive system, the cloud gaming service is adaptable to all kinds of terminals, accessible through different networks and can be hosted by clouds provided by different vendors. In this work, we design a set of optimization targets to demonstrate the flexibility
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and efficiency of the proposed system.

Cloud Resource Cost Minimization

Cloud is not a free resource and its capacity is still restricted by existing visualization techniques. Therefore, minimizing the cloud resource utilization is crucial from the economic perspective. To this end, Cloud Resource Cost Minimization allocates more components to selected terminals to reduce its own resource consumption. Note that, the selecting procedure should be under the supervision of the QoS constraints, thus, to guarantee QoS satisfactory for all players.

\[
\text{Minimize: } \sum_{d \in D} \nu(d) \\
\text{Subject to: (3.20) (3.22) (3.24) (3.25) (3.28)}
\]

Network Cost Minimization

The cloud gaming relies largely on the network quality. Players who access gaming services via paid mobile network also concern their bill amount. Hence, the system network throughput is an important factor that impacts both players’ QoS and users’ interests on cloud gaming service. Consequently, another optimization target Network Cost Minimization dynamically determines an optimized partitioning solution to minimize the terminals’ average network cost.

\[
\text{Minimize: } \sum_{d \in D} \left( \sum_{\substack{i \in \tau \\backslash \\{i_j\} \\atop j \in \sigma}} n_{i,j}(d) + \sum_{i \in \tau} m_i(d) \right) \\
\text{Subject to: (3.20) (3.22) (3.24) (3.25) (3.28)}
\]
Terminal Resource Cost Minimization

Terminals are considered relatively weak devices, especially when they are mobile devices powered by batteries. Therefore, minimizing the terminal resource utilization is another important optimization factor we need to consider. For this purpose, an optimization target Terminal Resource Cost Minimization seeks optimal partitioning solution to minimize the terminals’ average resource cost, thus, provides lower energy consumption rate on players’ devices.

Minimize: \( \sum_{d \in D} \mu(d) \)

Subject to: (3.20)(3.22)(3.24)(3.25)(3.28)

Response Delay Minimization

The response delay to players’ commands in gaming systems is defined as the time difference between the time when a player initiates a command and the time when the player receives the response from the game program. As one of most key factors that impact players’ QoS, the response delay should be strictly controlled under a threshold (e.g., 200ms is “maximal tolerable” and 120ms is “hardly noticeable”, as stated in [37] ) to ensure acceptable gaming procedure. As indicated in [82], calculation of the response delay is completely different from conventional cloud gaming system. We provide Response Delay Minimization mode to minimize the terminals’ average response delay with selected partitioning solutions.

Minimize: \( \sum_{d \in D} l_n(d) + l_p(d) \)

Subject to: (3.20)(3.22)(3.24)(3.25)(3.28)
3.6 Heuristic Solutions

The optimizations presented in the previous section may not scale to more complex systems with large numbers of game players due to the computational complexity of searching for the optimal solutions. Suppose the cloud-based game consists of \( C \) components and provides its cloud gaming service for \( N \) terminals, the number of potential component allocation solutions is \( 2^{NC} \), which implies that an exhaustive search approach has an extremely high computational complexity. To address this issue, we sketch two possible heuristic solutions here: a local greedy approach and a more sophisticated and efficient GA-based \([83]\) approach, which have the potential to realize the advantages of the cognitive resource optimization proposed in this chapter in real-time scalable implementations.

The two proposed heuristic algorithms can be executed at either the run-time (on-the-fly) or pre-published stage (static approach) of a game. In contrast to on-the-fly execution, the static approach simulates offline all possible combinations of the network and terminal states on a testing platform in the pre-published stage, in order to find the preferred solutions for the game in any given set of conditions. With this approach, we can create a dictionary that enables the run-time system to pick up the preferred solution according to states of the system (cloud, network and terminal) in real-time.

3.6.1 Local Greedy Approach

The intuitive motivation for considering a local greedy approach, which partitions the optimization problem into a set of sub-problems for all terminals, is its computational simplicity. After solving these sub-problems separately, the system concatenates all of the sub-solutions into a complete solution for the global problem. The computational complexity of the local greedy approach is significantly reduced to \( 2^N \). Note that, since the
system needs to consider all QoS constraints, which include the bottleneck of the whole system, the concatenated solution might not fulfill the QoS requirements, thus, can not be considered global optimal. Besides, users are not independent of each other in the use of system resources, hence, the concatenated solution might not give the global optimal solution.

3.6.2 Genetic Algorithm-base Approach

In contrast, a Genetic Algorithm [83] (GA) is an adaptive heuristic search algorithm based on the evolutionary theory of genetics and natural selection, which simulates the survival of the fittest principle. This approach evolves a series of adaptive solutions, each described by a chromosome representing a particular genetic instance of the system, towards a desirable solution. The potential benefits of the GA approach include but not limited to: 1) controllable computational complexity: the system needs to response for situations in reasonable time, therefore, sub-optimal solutions with controllable decision time are required; 2) GA fits the distributed nature of cloud computing data centres: the chromosome operations can be processed in distributed manner and merged to a result, which is the essential idea of map-reduce algorithm; 3) GA produces a number of high-quality chromosomes according to the selection criterion. Therefore, these chromosomes are reusable when new the environment changed, which tends to speed up the convergence.

**Encoding:** In a GA system, each solution to the problem is described as a chromosome, an individual with a particular genetic instance in the nature. In this work, we devise a chromosome consisting of $N \times C$ bits: “1” represents the corresponding component is hosted in the cloud while “0” represents the component is executed in the terminals. Fig. 3.7 shows an illustrative example for the substantiation of solution encoding. With the
chromosome, the system places a component for execution, e.g., the $Y$th component of terminal $X$, by looking up the bit $C^* (X - 1) + Y$ in the chromosome.

[Insert Diagram]

**Cloning:** The cloning operation is to simulate the growth of chromosome based on the initial population. In our algorithm, initial population $K$ is created by random procedures for the purpose of gene diversity, while the cloning is a copying process that produces redundant chromosome, according to the expanding factor $F_e$. In general, we set $F_e = 2$, implying the chromosome quantity is doubled in one cloning operation.

[Insert Diagram]

**Crossover:** A crossover operator is a key component in GA. It imitates the way of
natural biological evolution. There are several crossover schemes have been proposed, such as one-point crossover \cite{84} and multi-point crossover \cite{85}. In our approach, the crossover is applied to two random chromosomes $G_1, G_2$ with a probability of $P_{\text{crossover}}$, as shown in Fig. 3.8. We randomly select two integers $r_1, r_2 \in [0, N \times C)$ to represent the starting and ending bit of the crossover segment and switch the corresponding segments in $G_1$ and $G_2$.

![Figure 3.9: Chromosome Mutation for Cloud Resource Management](image)

**Mutation:** The mutation operator is used to accommodate the variety of the genes so that the discovery of new (hopefully better) solutions is possible. In our approach, mutation is performed on duplicated chromosomes with a probability of $P_{\text{mutation}}$. The operator randomly selects an element in the chromosomes and switches its value to the opposite: “1” to “0” or “0” to “1”, as illustrated in Fig. 3.9.

**Correction:** After crossover and mutation operations, some chromosomes might not be valid anymore, according to the system setting. For instance, some components are mandatory to be executed in the terminals, e.g., the input processing module, while some others are forced to be implemented in the cloud, e.g., the networking module. Therefore, a correction operator is required to ensure that all chromosomes are valid. In this work, a check process in special bits will be performed as the correction operator.

**Selection:** The chromosome selection is to simulate the survival of “stronger”
chromosomes from the nature selection. Those chromosomes with better genes, according to the selection criterion, will be the parents of next generation of populations. In this work, we rank all chromosomes with the result value of fitness function and retain top genes of initial \( K \) population for reproducing the offspring generation.

**Fitness Function:** A fitness function is the selecting criteria that representing a specific optimization target for the chromosomes. As a cognitive system, the fitness function is always dynamic and adaptable to the overall system performance.

### 3.7 Simulations

#### 3.7.1 Simulation Setup

To validate the performance of the cognitive resource management of the proposed gaming platform, we set up the following simulations. Regarding the calculation of the Processing Latency \( l_p(d) \) and Networking Latency \( l_n(d) \), we assume the function \( f \) and \( g \) described in Section 3.5.1 follows the formula below:

\[
f(\mu(d), \nu(d), F_T, F_C) = \mu(d) \cdot F_T + \nu(d) \cdot F_C
g(n_{i,j}(d), T_{RTT}(d), F_N) = n_{i,j}(d) \cdot T_{RTT}(d) \cdot F_N
\]  

We design a set of random components and random communications to simulate a decomposed cloud gaming system. The default parameters for the decomposed game is as shown in Table 3.4. Note that, Communication Probability is defined as the probability of a communication occurs between two components. Higher valued Communication Probability between two components indicates a higher possibility that the two components will invoke
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each other. This is determined by the functionality of the components and their execution sequences. In contrast, *Data Transmission Probability* denotes the transmission probability between two components, given the invocation between these two components existed. It indicates the how often one component will invoke the other during the game execution. It is determined by the functionality of the components and also the players’ behaviors in playing the games. We can also notice from the table that, the communication cost from the terminal to the cloud is a bit larger than the one from the cloud to the terminal, since we assume that the terminal needs to cost more energy to initiate a data transmission, especially when they are powered by batteries.

**Table 3.4:** Parameters for Decomposed Games

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Components</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Execution Cost (Cloud)</td>
<td>1~50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Execution Cost (Terminal)</td>
<td>1.05~50.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Execution Probability</td>
<td>0.1~0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Component Migration Cost</td>
<td>1~10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Probability</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Transmission Probability</td>
<td>0.01~0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Cost (Cloud to Terminal)</td>
<td>0.1~200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Cost (Terminal to Cloud)</td>
<td>0.105~310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Cost (Cloud to Cloud)</td>
<td>0.002~4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Cost (Terminal to Terminal)</td>
<td>0.003~6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The default simulation parameters of terminal devices are listed in Table 3.4, which represents the wide range of terminals, from stationary computers to mobile devices connected to wireless networks.

All random variables listed in above tables follow the uniform distribution. To simplify the QoS measurement, we set 120 milliseconds (ms) as the maximal tolerable latency value as the indicator of QoS. All simulations are repeated for 2000 times with distinct random seeds to yield an average value.
### Table 3.5: Parameters for Terminal Devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Round Trip Time ($T_{RTT}$)</td>
<td>10ms~25ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Network Resource</td>
<td>200~500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available Computing Resource</td>
<td>100~400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_C$</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_T$</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_N$</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.7.2 Discussion on Game Design

In our experiments, we realize that the game design, including the resource consumption of each component and the data communication between components, will substantially impact the system performance. Hence, the first part of our experimental work is to investigate the features of diverse genres of games to further explore the optimization potential of the cloud-based gaming system. In the simulation model, we first perform the cost minimization to come up with a candidate partitioning scheme, and then check whether this candidate solution is feasible or not in terms of whether it meets the QoS constraints.

**Overall Cost Boundary**

In this section, we study the overall cost of a specific game in different partitioning solutions. As depicted in Fig. 3.10, the overall cost increases along with the number of components. However, the increasing speed of the maximum value is faster than the minimum value. Note that, not all partitioning schemes are feasible in our proposed system, from the perspective of the QoS restriction. Therefore, we also depict those maximum and minimum feasible values for a distinct number of components. As we can see from the figure, the gap between maximum and minimum feasible values is becoming smaller when the number of components increases.
The similar trend is also discovered in Fig. 3.11, which illustrates the effect of component communication probability on overall cost. Apparently, increased
communication probability indicates the increases in network costs in optimal partitioning, which exclude more infeasible schemes with higher overall cost from the results. We also plot the error bar for these two figures, with the confidential interval of 95%.

**Effect on Terminal Incapable Rate**

In our simulation, the games' component structures are randomly created. Hence, some of them might not have a feasible partitioning scheme to fulfill the QoS requirements. In this chapter, we define *Terminal Incapable Rate* to indicate the ratio that the cloud server and terminals are incapable of supporting a game session. For various of game structures, we compare *Pure-Cloud*, the conventional partitioning solutions for cloud gaming, to our proposed cognitive solutions over the *Terminal Incapable Rate*.

![Figure 3.12: Comparison on Terminal Incapable Rate](image-url)
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As shown in Fig. 3.12, as the communication probability arises, more network communications cause higher overall response delay. For the component communication probability of 0.5 and 0.6, the Terminal Incapable Rate dramatically increased to 0.78 and 0.95, while our cognitive solution provides a much lower rate at around 0.15 and 0.3. This illustrates the advantage of utilizing cognitive resource allocation for decomposed cloud games: more game genres are supported.

Effect of Communication Probability

![Figure 3.13: Effect of Communication Probability on Response Delay](image)

Fig. 3.13 illustrates the impact of communication probability on decomposed games to the average response delay. Apparently, the average response delay becomes larger when the communication probability increases. In order to demonstrate the different optimization targets, we optimize the system from the aspects of terminal, network, cloud and delay. In fact, the terminal minimization is the Pure-Cloud mode. As we can see,
Delay optimization achieves the best performance comparing to other schemes.

**Effect of Component Degree Variance**

However, other than communication probability, the density and skewness of the communication links between components are also very important factors to impact the game performance. In order to describe the communication density and skewness, we calculate all communication degrees for each component and derive their communication variance as an evaluation criterion. As depicted by Fig. 3.14, we derive the average value of the response delays for all four optimization schemes at different variance intervals. In our experimental settings, the four optimization schemes reach their peaks at minimum variance interval of 0 to 2, while they all decreased to the bottom value at the maximal variance of 10 to 12. This simulation result implies that the more imbalance the communication network is, the lower responsive delay our cognitive system achieve.

![Figure 3.14: Effect of Communication Variance on Response Delay](image-url)
Tradeoff study: cloud and terminals

Here we study the correlations among cloud and terminal cost in a particular partitioning solution. In contrast to optimized solution selection, we listed all possible solutions and calculated their cloud, network and terminal costs to illustrate their relationships. We studied that the cloud cost is inversely proportional to terminal cost, as shown by the linear fitting in Fig. 3.15.

![Tradeoff between cloud cost and terminal cost](image)

**Figure 3.15:** Tradeoff between cloud cost and terminal cost

### 3.7.3 System Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the system performance based on the two proposed algorithms. The default simulation parameters for genetic evolution are listed in Table 3.6 below.
### Table 3.6: Parameters for Genetic Algorithms Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolution Iterations</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding Factor</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossover Ratio</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Ratio</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Network Resource</td>
<td>12000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud Computing Resources</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Game Components</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GA Convergence**

With 60 devices, we conduct an experiment on minimizing the response delay with the proposed GA solution. As shown in Fig. 3.16, the system reaches the theoretical boundary of minimal response delay after 450 offspring generations. This is an evidence of the convergence of the proposed GA solution.

![GA Convergence Graph](Image)

**Figure 3.16:** GA convergence on evolutionary generations
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Network Cost Minimization

We first evaluate the performances of local greedy approach and GA solution regarding the network cost minimization. With extensive random seeds, we derive the average network cost achieved by the local greedy algorithm and GA with various generation iterations of 100, 200, and 300, respectively. For comparison, we also illustrate the average network cost of Pure-Cloud solution, and Optimal, the systemic minimal average network cost. Note that, in order to eliminate $2^{CN}$ search for optimal solutions, we set up an infinite loop for GA iteration. If an additional 2000 iterations yield the same result, we consider the GA converges to the optimal solution. This value is then adopted as the optimal value. Note that, the local greedy and GA running times for different iterations increase along with the quantity of devices. We measure these execution times in our ASUS windows 7 personal computer (PC) with Intel Pentium G630 @2.70GHz CPU and 4.0 GB Internal Memory (RAM). According to our experimental settings, even though for 100 devices, local greedy and GA with 100 and 200 iterations can be completed within 1 second, while GA of 300 iterations can be done in 2 seconds. In contrast, the 2000 iterations of GA consume around 28 seconds with 100 devices, while only 1 second for 10 devices’ scenario. In fact, the algorithms’ running time depends on the hardware capacity. If we upgrade the computer and apply parallel processing, these execution times can be further shortened.

As shown in Fig. 3.17 with large scale simulations, the local greedy algorithm provides around 19.5% to 10.5% decrease in average network cost compares to the Pure-Cloud solution, while the series of GA solutions demonstrates even higher efficiency in optimizing the average network cost. It can be observed that when the device quantity is relatively small, e.g., 10, a small number of generation iterations (e.g., 100) is able to achieve the optimal solution with a 27.6% cost decline. On the other hand, when the device quantity increases, more generation iterations for GA are required to approach the optimal results.
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Figure 3.17: Performance Evaluation on Network Cost Minimization

Note that, optimized average network cost grows as the device quantity increases. The reason is that the system needs to sacrifice the performance to fulfill the requirements of supporting more terminals: some of the optimal partitionings with minimum response delay might not be qualified as feasible solutions. In our experimental settings, with 6000 overall cloud computing resources, the optimization on average network cost will be affected when the quantity of terminal devices is larger than 60.

Cloud Resource Cost Minimization

We also perform simulation on the optimization target of cloud resource cost minimization to compare the efficiency of Pure-Cloud solutions, local greedy algorithm and series of GA schemes.

Fig. 3.18 shows the comparison on the average throughput for the terminal devices. Apparently, for Pure-Cloud mode, the cloud cost is proportional to the device quantity.
In order to support 100 terminals, the gaming server needs to request around 9000 units computational resource. In contrast, with cloud resource cost minimization, the overall cost of the cloud is significantly reduced: to achieve the optimal value, only around 6800 units are required, which is only 75.5% of conventional Pure-Cloud mode. Given the higher computational complexity of iterative GA solution, the local greedy approach also brings the cloud cost down to 3000 units, which yields a 22.2% decline in our experimental settings. Similar to the network cost minimization, the cloud resource cost minimization is also constrained by the QoS requirements when the terminal device quantity exceeds a certain threshold. In our experimental settings with 12000 cloud network resource, the resource optimization achieves the best performance when device quantity is 60, where the Local Greedy algorithm reduce the cloud cost from 5300 units to 2800 units and the GA solution only consumes 1500 units, representing declines of 47% and 71.7%, respectively. Similar to the previous simulation, for the purpose of illustrating the variance, we depict
the box plot for selected local greedy scheme in Fig. 3.19.

![Box plot](image)

**Figure 3.19:** Variance of Local Greedy Scheme Simulation Results

### 3.8 Summary

The decomposed cloud gaming platform introduces a flexible component allocation solution to optimize cloud gaming service provision. In this chapter, we have presented system modeling and simulation results to show that the cognitive platform can provide great efficiency in terms of resource minimization and throughput optimization while guaranteeing the QoS requirements for game sessions. The studies in this work is limited to the lack of explicit modeling for component characteristics in game program, which is still blank in this area. Therefore, future research in this topic should be led by trace measurements of real systems.
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Decomposed Ubiquitous Cloud Gaming System

4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, decomposition provides a potential solution for cognitive cloud gaming. By decoupling the creation of rendering instructions from its execution and transmitting only small-sized rendering instructions over the Internet, the communication burden caused by video transmissions is eased, hence meeting the challenges caused by the limitations of the mobile networks. However, how to design such a decomposed software system for games is still an unanswered question, given a number of critical issues in system implementations. In this chapter, we discuss all of these detailed issues from an engineering perspective and develop testbed and game prototypes to validate our theoretical proposal in Chapter 3. The outline of this chapter is as follows. We discuss the design objectives and principles of the cognitive platform for ubiquitous cloud games in Section 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. The design and implementation of the cognitive platform are described in Section 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Experiments on optimizing the overall latency and enabling partial offline execution are conducted in Section 4.6. Section 4.7 summarizes the chapter.
4.2 System Objectives

Cognitive systems [86] are attractive for the heterogeneous environment we are considering. The situation-aware architecture of cognitive system monitors and assesses the working environment to predict and make decisions for the providing services, and refine future decisions by learning from the achieved results. To the best of our knowledge, a QoE-oriented cognitive system is not available for cloud gaming systems. To provide cognitive capabilities across the cloud gaming system, we need to overcome the diversity of user-end devices and frequent changes in network QoS and cloud

Figure 4.1: Architecture Framework for Cognitive Mobile Cloud Gaming
responses. We use the concept of cognitive system design (i.e., act, learn, adapt) to realize our proposed situation-aware cloud gaming platform. Our objective is to develop an architectural framework that is cognitive of resources and characteristics of the cloud, the access network, the end-user devices and the players’ behaviors, to enable dynamic utilization of these resources.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, we envision a cognitive platform with a novel capability to learn about the game players’ environment (i.e., the combination of terminal and access network) and adapt the running of the game to maintain an acceptable QoE. The proposed platform should be able to fulfill the requirement listed in Table 4.1.

### 4.3 Design Principles

#### 4.3.1 Decomposition

Decomposition is an intrinsic requirement of the proposed cognitive platform, since the system aims to dynamically manage the workload balance between cloud and terminals by migrating a selected set of game components from the cloud to the terminals. There are different types of “Decomposition” defined in computer sciences. In this chapter, the term of decomposition is defined as “breaking a large system down into progressively smaller classes or objects that are responsible for some part of the problem domain”. In fact, algorithmic decomposition is a necessary part of the object-oriented analysis and design [87]. Due to the distributed nature of cloud computing resource infrastructure, decomposition of an application program provides the potential improvement on intra-cloud execution efficiency. In this section, we discuss two level of decomposition for our proposed system.
### Table 4.1: High-Level System Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR.1</td>
<td>Click-and-Play To enable immediately game play when the players select their favourite game from platform portal</td>
<td>Onloading Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR.2</td>
<td>Performance Evaluation To measure, evaluate and predict the overall system performance, including CPU load, memory usage, link bandwidth utilization, and specialized application-layer metrics, such as the number of players, spatial distribution of the player population, or game state computation delay</td>
<td>Performance Evaluator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR.3</td>
<td>Interaction Modeling To statistically understand the interaction model between the game instance and players: the interaction model between components, including the frequency of execution and probability of communications.</td>
<td>Interaction Monitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR.4</td>
<td>Cognitive Adaption To intelligently adapt its gaming services to system performance, such as changing network conditions (QoS) and different players’ distinct behaviors, to keep user QoE above a prescribed threshold.</td>
<td>Cognitive Engine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR.5</td>
<td>Partial Offline Execution To lessen the dependency on network connection by facilitating partial offline gaming in specific scenes.</td>
<td>Message Redirector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fine-Grained Decomposition

Fine-grained decomposition refers to the design patterns that segment the whole game program into tiny components, i.e. function/methods, as depicted by an example in Fig. 4.2.

In this program, method \( b() \) and \( c() \) are invoked by the function \( a() \) with \textit{if} and \textit{while} conditions, respectively. Given method \( a() \) is executed in a resource-restricted mobile terminal, hosting \( b() \) and \( c() \) in the cloud might be beneficial, if the computational cost of \( b() \) and \( c() \) are relatively higher than their overall communication costs with \( a() \). Fine-grained decomposition provides a huge quantity of tiny components, therefore, it exhibits most flexible partitioning schemes, which leads to more opportunities in seeking optimal component allocation solution.

Nevertheless, the fine-grained decomposition model is also limited in some respects. The most critical issue in method-level decomposition is the state migration problem. Conceptually, if a component remotely invokes another one, i.e. a terminal hosted component calls a method executing in the cloud, the component need to collect native context for transfer as well. However, the complexity of serializing this information for
network transfer and also the complexity of parsing these data after transmission to the destination are significantly higher, given processor architecture differences, differences in file descriptors, etc. As a result, the CloneCloud system proposed in [80], which adopts the fine-grained decomposition modality, only supports migrating at execution points where no native state (in the stack or the heap) need be collected and migrated.

**Coarse-Grained Decomposition**

In contrast to fine-grained decomposition, a coarse-grained decomposition partitions the game program into a number of functional independent and stateless components. These components are often composed of a set of objects and methods, which work collaboratively within the scope of the component. See Fig. 4.3 for an illustration.

![Figure 4.3: Coarse-Grained Decomposition Example](image)

In this program, the instance of *Component B* is activated by a control instruction from the player. After processing with its designated class and methods, it calls its
consequent component, which is Component A in this context, for further manipulation. After successive processing by Component C after Component D, the player received the resulting gaming content. Since these components are in charge of relatively independent functionalities, their native states are always invisible to each other, which eliminates the state transfer problem in fine-grained decomposition.

However, the coarse-grained decomposition still has open issues in game development. In comparison to fine-grained design, the coarse-grained decomposition results in fewer components, which might affect the efficiency of cognitive resource allocation. In addition, it is relatively difficult for game developers to write the game program, since these components are strong coupling to each others. This requires the software architects to abstract the main building blocks of a specific game in prior and to pre-define all unified interfaces between the components.

### 4.3.2 System Workflow

Fig. 4.4 illustrates a workflow of proposed cognitive ubiquitous cloud gaming platform. In the first stage, the Cognitive Ubiquitous Cloud Gaming platform should provide API support for game developers. With APIs, the game developers write and deploy the source codes before the game instances are launched for the connection
requests from the players. During the gaming sessions, the Performance Evaluator focuses on collecting the execution efficiency parameters, such as execution latency, network round-trip time, etc. Meanwhile, the User Behavior Identifier learns players’ interactions with components by performing statistical analysis on inter-components invocations. The results of performance evaluation and players’ user behavior are sent to the Cognitive Engine as the references of dynamic partitioning. In other words, the cognitive engine will dynamically assign a set of components to be executed in the cloud, while migrates the others to the terminals, in order to maximize the overall system performance.

4.3.3 Dynamic Partitioning

To help readers of this chapter understand the dynamic partitioning of UBCG Testbed, we illustrate a sequence diagram for the cognitive engine of UBCG Testbed in Fig. 4.5. To start the gaming, the cloud server first dispatches a JavaScript engine (including a small portion of game instance) to the terminal, while launching the game instance in the cloud. During the gaming session, the gaming instance in terminal keep sending status statistics to the Cognitive Engine, which analyze the system performance and acknowledge the Partitioning Coordinator its decision of partitioning. This decision will instruct the Partitioning Coordinator to redirect all control messages and inter-component messages, in order to facilitate dynamic partitioning. In other words, this is the key mechanism that enables the proposed environment-aware adaption. Note that, there is an optional onloading process when Partitioning Coordinator receives decisions from Cognitive Engine. This process works if the terminals are a lack of sufficient components to perform optimal partitioning.
4.3.4 Response Delay

The game program is a latency-sensitive interactive system. The response delay to players’ commands is defined as the time difference between the time when player initiate a command and the time when player receive the response from the game program. In general, the maximal tolerate response delay \( d_{tolerate} \) is 120 ms. Therefore, to guarantee the response delay is a critical issue in cloud gaming system.

The work [6] segments response delay of a conventional RR-GaaS cloud gaming system into three components: network delay, processing delay and playout delay. However, to
calculate the response delay in a decomposed cloud game is completely different.

![Component Communication Tree](image)

Figure 4.6: A Component Communication Tree

Take the communication tree in Fig. 4.6 as an example, where the edges’ weight refers to their communication costs. Denote Component 1 and Component 8 as the input component and output component in a decomposed gaming system, we hereby define a message path through Component 1 to Component 8 as a Response Cycle. Accordingly, there are 4 response cycles in Fig. 4.6. Therefore, we formulate the response delay $d_c$ for response cycle $c$ as:

$$d_c = \sum_{n \in c} e_n + \sum_{i \in c, j \in c} c_{i,j}$$  

(4.1)

where $c \in C$ is the set of response cycle in the game program, $e_n$ is the execution latency for component $n$ and $c_{i,j}$ is the communication latency between component $i$ and component $j$. However, the response delay can be various, according to the content of the command, the parameters of the gaming scenes and the reacting logics defined in the components. Therefore, to satisfy the restrictions of maximal tolerate response delay, the system need to locate the response cycle with maximal response delay $d_{max}$ by traversing
all response cycle in $C$:

$$d_{\text{max}} = \max_{c\in C} d_c$$  \hfill (4.2)

Hereby we denote the constraints of response delay on a decomposed cloud game as:

$$d_{\text{max}} \leq d_{\text{tolerate}}$$  \hfill (4.3)

### 4.3.5 Partial Offline Execution

One of the most critical problems for mobile cloud gaming is the conflict between strong network dependency and unstable network connectivity. In all existing cloud gaming frameworks, the gaming session will be suspended or even destroyed, once the mobile device loses its network connection to the cloud. However, players are not interacting with each other all the time during the gaming session, even in those multi-player games. In a typical Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing (MMORPG) game, the avatar spends a remarkable amount of time in monster hunting by him/her-self, for the sake of level-up and outfit gathering \[88\]. The players will never be happy if they lose valuable items in the battlefield due to the network access problem. Our proposed platform focus on the solution to these scenarios.

Fig. 4.7 demonstrates a case of redirection service provided by the proposed platform: the mobile-executed component 7 is trying to activate component 3 in the cloud with an output message, while the network connection to the cloud is temporarily lost. Rather than suspending the gaming session, the terminal locates component 3 on the mobile device and redirects the output message to this local copy. Thus, the player will not be disturbed by the temporary disconnection of Internet. This approach is called “Partial Offline Execution”. Note that once the mobile device recovers its network access, a Synchronization Controller,
which is aware of the data modifications, should perform data synchronization with the cloud server.

4.4 Framework Design

Given the above requirements, we define the main building blocks of the architectural framework on both the cloud-side and terminal-side, and identify the prevalent standards that are applicable to the interfaces between these building blocks.

Fig. 4.8 illustrates the elements of the proposed cognitive platform that facilitate the dynamic partitioning. Execution Monitors implemented on both the cloud and mobile sides monitor the execution information of each component in the cloud, access network and mobile terminal. The surveillance data, including memory usage, CPU percentage, execution time, are reported to the Cognitive Decision Engine, where cognitive resource
management strategies are made. The Cognitive Decision Engine also requests information from the Performance Prober, which periodically reports its results in probing the Cloud-Network-Terminal environmental parameters. Games designed for the cognitive platform consist of a number of inter-dependent game components. These components are able to migrate from the cloud to the mobile terminal via the network under the instruction of the Onloading Manager. Serving as a message gateway between
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components, the Partitioning Coordinator intelligently selects destination components, locally or remotely, to achieve dynamic resource allocation. The Synchronization Controller is designed to guarantee the synchronization of data in identical components distributed in the cloud and mobile terminals. Note that the Onloading Manager, Partitioning Coordinator and Synchronization Controller work with the Performance Evaluator and Local Analyzer for the purpose of maintaining an acceptable QoS for players.

4.4.1 Execution Monitor

One of the most critical problems for the decomposed cloud gaming platform is to design a practical mechanism to measure the execution status, e.g., component execution costs, execution probability, and communication costs. In our design, we introduce a Execution Monitor and a latency-based estimation solution to derive these parameters. The Execution Monitors on both the cloud and mobile sides monitor resource usage of each component, whether in cloud or terminal, and save the execution information in a statistics database. This execution information includes the property of each component in each invocation, including memory consumption, CPU usage percentage, execution time, output data size, execution environment, etc.

Table 4.2: Table of Execution Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>...</th>
<th>Environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22MB</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>20ms</td>
<td>3KB</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42MB</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>9KB</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2MB</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>4ms</td>
<td>23KB</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7MB</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>9ms</td>
<td>7KB</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42MB</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>12ms</td>
<td>9KB</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With the execution information database, the system is able to retrieve the invocation trees between the components, including the relationship between components and the execution frequency of each component. Apparently, players with different gaming behavior might produce different invocation frequencies for these components. Hence, this database not only stores the measurement information from the perspective of cloud gaming system, but also facilitates proposed system’s cognitive capability to learn the players’ interactional behaviors.

### 4.4.2 Performance Prober

However, the information extracted from the execution information database is not sufficient for the proposed platform to perform cognitive adaption, since the system needs to evaluate the execution performance of each component both in cloud and terminal. This might not be possible in the real system, since the platform can never migrate all components to the terminals for the tests. Furthermore, the platform also needs to measure the network quality between the cloud and terminals. Therefore, we design a mobile agent \[89\] based Performance Prober to probe the Cloud-Pipe-Terminal environmental parameters.

A mobile agent is a composition of computer software and data, which is able to migrate (move) from one computer to another autonomously and continue its execution on the destination computer. In this context, the game components are encapsulated as mobile agents and dispatched from the cloud to mobile devices. In our design, we set up a mobile agent component with designated iterations and measure the component’s execution information in the cloud. afterward, the component is dispatched and executed in the terminal. Its execution information is measured and report to the Performance Prober in the cloud. An illustration of mobile agent prober is depicted in Fig. 4.9. Note that, this
process involves two network transmissions, in which the system are able to calculate the network quality parameters, including, round-trip time and data transmission rate. With this approach, the Performance Prober is able to compare the computational efficiency of cloud and terminals, consequently, estimate the execution information for all components with computation. In our implementation, we denote the cloud computational efficiency as $E_c$, terminal computational efficiency as $E_t$, therefore, we are able to compute the efficiency ratio $R_E = E_c / E_t$. With $R_E$, we can estimate the execution information that we could not measure from the system. For instance, the cloud execution time for a particular component can be estimated as $E_t \times R_E$.

In order to minimize the overhead of probing, the Performance Prober is designed to work collaboratively with Execution Monitor. As mentioned in Section 4.4.1, the cognitive system calculates the execution probability of each component in a statistical approach. Hence, a traverse in both cloud and terminals’ database is necessary. Meanwhile, the statistics in the terminal should be reported to the cloud periodically. Accordingly, the
mobile agent component in Performance Prober is designed as the database information retriever and carrier to improve the system efficiency.

In our implementation, the system dispatches Performance Prober to the terminals in an interval of $T_I$ and save the probing results in a database. Table 4.3 illustrates some entities of the database. In fact, with real-time data analysis, the interval $T_I$ can also be a variable subject to the variety of the terminal, e.g., the network quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Records</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20ms</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42ms</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>19ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78ms</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>26ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102ms</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>40ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Table of Performance Information

4.4.3 Cognitive Decision Engine

Cognitive Decision Engine is a unit that cognitively determines the system strategy after periodically analyzing the information from the Execution Monitor and Performance Prober. The main strategies include component onloading for Onloading Manager, dynamic partitioning for Partitioning Coordinator and data synchronization for Synchronization Controller. The decision making for the engine is discussed in details in Chapter 3.

4.4.4 Onloading Manager

Since the cognitive platform supports click-and-play, none of the game components exists in the mobile client at the beginning of a gaming session. In this case, the cloud server
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should be capable to transmit executable components to the mobile terminal, in order to enable dynamic resource allocation. The Onloading Manager employs the concept of the mobile agent to realize this process: components are stringified and dispatched to the terminals as messages. Note that, the onloading process could either be performed before gaming session starts or be running in the background during the gaming session. It is scheduled by the Onloading Manager, which assigns each game component a priority based on the overall assessment of the particular component. In this context, the priority $p_i$ for the $i$th game component is modeled by Equation (4.4). Nevertheless, the priority of a game component is also associated with its functionality. Some key components should have a higher priority in the onloading process, since they provide featured benefits in the mobile terminal.

$$p_i = f(r_i, c_i, f_i, \sum_j f_{i,j} \cdot t_{j,i}, \sum_j f_{i,j} \cdot t_{i,j})$$ (4.4)

To simplified the system, we implement three types of onloading in our platform: i) the system administrator is able to onload specific components to the client manually from the Cloud Configuration Center (as shown in Fig. 4.11); ii) the platform is able to randomly dispatch selected components to the client, when the network connection between the cloud and mobile devices are idle; iii) the client is able to request and fetch specific components from the cloud, once the optimal solution is determined and some of the components required by the client are still missing. In our experiments, since the code length of the components are short, their transmission cost is negligible in the experimental results, we adopt the third mode.
4.4.5 Partitioning Coordinator

To facilitate dynamic partitioning, a flexible invocation routing mechanism should be implemented in the proposed platform. In other words, the proposed system should support component positioning and transparent message forwarding for components. In our design, all input and output data from the components are sent to the pair of Partitioning Coordinators, which provide routing service for all invoke messages by intelligently selecting the destination components.

With the information from Execution Monitor and Performance Prober, the Cognitive Decision Engine construct a component invocation graph, as depicted in Fig. [3.3]. In order to provide a QoE-oriented resource optimization, the dynamic partitioning problem intrinsically seeks to find a cut in the component invocation graph such that some components of the game execute on the client side and the remaining ones on the cloud side. The optimal cut maximizes or minimizes an objective function $O$, which expresses the general goal of a partition, e.g., minimizing the end-to-end interaction time between the mobile terminal and the cloud, minimizing the amount of exchanged data, or minimizing the latency in a gaming session.

In designing the objective function $O$, we need to satisfy the user’s QoE requirement, including resource constraints in mobile devices and tolerable latency for each interaction cycle:

$$\sum_{k \in \text{mobile}} r_k \leq R_{\text{Mobile}} \quad (4.5)$$

Denote components set $S_c$ involved in each gaming interaction cycle, for all $i, j \in S_c$,

$$\sum_{i \in \text{mobile}, j \in \text{cloud}} \left( \frac{f_{t_{ji}} \cdot t_{ji} + f_{t_{ij}} \cdot t_{ij}}{B} \right) + T_{S_c} \leq T_m \quad (4.6)$$
where $R_{Mobile}$ represents the available resource in the mobile device, $T_{Se}$ denotes the transaction delay of the components, $B$ denotes the average bandwidth, and $T_m$ denotes the average maximum delay that the players can tolerate.

Table 4.4: Cost Table of Candidate Solutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>Terminal</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Latency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3</td>
<td>4,5,6,7</td>
<td>30kbps</td>
<td>102MB</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>89ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4,5</td>
<td>3,6,7</td>
<td>60kbps</td>
<td>230Mb</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>142ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,3,4,5,6,7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10kbps</td>
<td>150Mb</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>105ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our implementation, the platform enumerates all possible partitioning solutions for the involving components and estimate their overall resource costs, including bandwidth consumption, memory usage, CPU percentage, overall latency, etc. Based on the estimation, the platform creates a cost table of candidate solutions, from which the optimal solution is determined. Table 4.4 shows an example of cost table of candidate solutions for 7 components.

4.4.6 Synchronization Controller

The remote distribution of game components results in the data synchronization problem. To address this problem, the Synchronization Controller is employed to update all parameters in the gaming environment. However, the synchronization process also introduces a non-negligible network overhead. Consequently, we design the synchronizing mechanism following the principle of “Sync-Only-If-Necessary” to minimize the transmission cost.
4.5 Testbed Implementation

In order to validate our proposal, we implement a ubiquitous cloud gaming testbed (UBCG Testbed) and develop game prototypes on this testbed. In this section, we discuss the implementation issues and our solutions.

4.5.1 Enabling Technologies

To implement the proposed cognitive platform for mobile cloud games, we seek to enable technologies that facilitate the migration and partitioning of game components. JavaScript is adopted as the programming language, which is originally implemented as a part of web browsers so that client-side scripts could interact with the user, control the browser, communicate asynchronously, and alter the document content that was displayed. More recently, however, its use has become common in both game development and the creation of desktop applications.

Node.js\(^\text{10}\) is a server-side software system designed for writing scalable Internet applications, notably web servers. Programs on the server side are written in JavaScript, which enables web developers to create an entire web application in JavaScript, both server-side and client-side. This feature facilitates the game components, JavaScript gaming code in this context, to migrate from the cloud to user-end, and to be executed on cloud server and client as a mobile agent.

For the mobile client, we embed a WebKit-based browser into the cognitive engine for parsing and executing the JavaScript mobile agent from the cloud server. In our implementation, the WebKit browser is built on Android smartphone. However, all mobile operating systems supporting browsers are able to run our cognitive platform after a small number of modifications. We are also looking for alternative solutions to

\(^\text{10}\)http://nodejs.org/
implement the mobile client as native applications on JavaScript. As the state-of-the-art, Microsoft already supports native application development with JavaScript on its metro-style interface.

4.5.2 Deployment Directory

As depicted in Fig. 4.10, besides the standard elements of Node.js project (package.json, npm-debug.log and node_modules directory that imports dependent Node.js libraries), the UBCG Testbed project is organized by Express\(^{11}\), a Node.js web application framework following Model-View-Controller (MVC) software architectural pattern. Following is the deployment of our testbed:

- **game.js**: as the entrance of UBCG Testbed, game.js creates and launches a Node.js web server that listens to players’ commands and responses corresponding messages or documents to them.

- **/views**: as the portal of UBCG Testbed, Embedded JavaScript (EJS) template files in directory of views provide views for the game server, including home.ejs, confignavi.ejs and config.ejs. The home.ejs lists existing games on the testbed, so that the players can click through the icons to access the game.

\(^{11}\)http://expressjs.com/
• /route: as the testbed’s core, the controllers and models designed in the directory of route enable the proposed dynamic partitioning. While route.js functions as the entrance to different views and api.js interprets the API invocations in applications, the combination of engine.js and client-engine-plugin.js are in charge of inter-component message redirection, following the partitioning decisions made by their built-in algorithms.

• /public: as the container of plug-ins and accessories, the directory of public loads all client-side third-party Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and JavaScript files to players’ terminal. Since our target is to develop a responsive, mobile first gaming environment, all layout designs adopt the Metro UI CSS\textsuperscript{12} which is a set of Windows 8 template extended from Bootstrap\textsuperscript{13} framework.

• /application: for our application developers, their applications should contain at least one EJS view app.ejs and its accessoril components. Their codes will be deployed to the directory of programs, with name extensions of .application (e.g., tank.application). Note that, the components within directory of common can be accessed by all applications.

• /results: as a full-access directory, results enables the application developers to write intermediate data into binary files. In our following experiments, we saves all resulting data produced by prototype programs here.

4.5.3 Application Programming Interface

As a testbed that supports component-based games, UBCG testbed provides a set of APIs to encapsulate lower layer partitioning for game developers. To acknowledge a

\textsuperscript{12}http://metroui.org.ua/
\textsuperscript{13}http://getbootstrap.com/
inter-component invocation in UBCG Testbed, the developers should simply add a “$$” mark before the name of the components when they are invoked in the code (e.g., $$componentX({msg : args}); stands for an invocation of componentX with a parameter of args passing as a message).

4.5.4 The Administration Center

Fig. 4.11 illustrates a screenshot of the UBCG Testbed administration center (rendered by config.ejs). The administrator can browse all ongoing gaming sessions here from the TERMINALS list session. For each terminal, the partitioning and loading
status of all components are illustrated in graphical user interface. Note that, if the AUTO OPTIMIZATION SWITCH turns to off, we can even manually control each component’s execution environment by a simple click. This feature supports our following experiments that test the efficiency of different task allocation schemes. In addition, the administration center also depicts real-time figures for terminal status, including network bandwidth, usage of client CPU, memory, battery, etc.

4.6 Prototype Development and Experiments

To demonstrate the feasibility and efficiency of UBCG testbed, we develop and deploy three prototypes in this section, including a Gobang game, a 3D skeletal game engine, and a Robocode tank game.

4.6.1 Development Challenges

We first discuss the challenges in developing decomposed game prototypes.

Global Variable

Global variables commonly exists in program design, as they can be accessed anytime anywhere while the program is running. However, the nature of component-based platform requires the system should be decomposed into independent components. In our implementation, they are basically JavaScript functions. In this case, once a component completes its life cycle and terminates its execution by invoking other components, all variables defined within its scope will be destroyed. In order to facilitate global variable, we investigate two different solutions.

The first approach is to save the variable into a JavaScript object named global, of which the lifetime is as long as the program. Because global is a JavaScript object itself,
then without any doubts that it can save any JavaScript variables in it. However, this object can not be existing on both cloud and terminals, which means the variables defined in *global* by a component executing on the client couldn’t be accessed by a component executing on the server. Moreover, if the component migrates from terminal to server or reverse, all the variables saved in *global* will not be available, which leads the system to crash. To this end, JavaScript object *global* can be utilized to cover all kinds of JavaScript variables, while its global variables can only be shared among components in either client side or server side, not both.

The second solution is to save the variable into a JSON object named *context* and utilize the object as an argument being passed to the next component when one component invokes another. This approach, in fact, localizes the global variables as parameters, thus, solves the problem of sharing variables between cloud and terminals. However, it also has two unavoidable disadvantages: i) The *context* object can only carry JSON variables. Those user-defined JavaScript variables containing references to other variables or function objects cannot be saved into *context* as they are not JSON object. ii) The *context* object carries all global variables in all component invocations, while only a small proportion of them are accessed in most of the cases. This introduces remarkable overheads on network transmission when the object are passed between cloud and terminals.

In our development, we adopt a hybrid solution: some static global variables are implemented in JavaScript object *global*, while the others are converted into JSON objects for *context* transfer. This feature makes it difficult for us to employ third-party libraries to our prototypes. Hence, we give up the JavaScript physics engine OimoJS and CannonJS, since they all define a large number of non-JSON variables. Instead, we only utilize a small proportion of JavaScript render engine ThreeJS for basic rendering, while most of the rendering and simplified animation algorithms are implemented by ourselves,
where we adopt \textit{context} as variables.

For the future improvement, we are targeting a synchronization mechanism for a \textit{global} object, which updates themselves between cloud and terminals. However, this approach requires a novel system performance evaluation method, so that cognitive engine can still work. Another direction is to investigate the solution that encapsulates arguments transmission other than JSON object, which makes our platform better compatible to the third-party libraries. We are also considering a compress and decompress mechanism to minimize the data size in object transfer. This will reduce the burden of network transmission, while introducing more computational cost for compression and decompression.

\textbf{Synchronization of Input and Output (I/O) States}

Most browser-based programs handle I/O with a local interrupt mechanism. Once the user triggers a mouse or keyboard event, there will come up an interrupt which will be responded by the browser by calling corresponding predefined processing functions. As our prototypes are designed as component-based, the global variables are conveyed among components, which means that one single I/O event may need multiple handling functions in different components. Nevertheless, due to the asynchronization between the I/O event and the main control flow of the program, there might be a data hazard called WAR (Write after Read) as it is in computer architecture. For instance, our prototype is running a rendering component to calculate parameters, e.g., normal vectors, when the user drags his/her mouse to change the viewpoint, then I/O component will be triggered to receive and respond I/O event by saving the new state into his own \textit{context} object. Afterward, the rendering component finished its execution and transfer the control flow back to I/O component with its out-of-date \textit{context} object. In this case, the mouse dragging event will be ignored thoroughly without any handling, which basically is the WAR data hazard.
To avoid WAR data hazard, our solution is to save the I/O state information into \textit{global} object when an I/O event comes up, since the \textit{global} object won’t be destroyed while control transferring between components. Next, right after the control transferred back to I/O component, we copy the I/O state information in \textit{global} object into I/O component’s current \textit{context} object, then these I/O state information can be transferred forward to the following components to trigger the processing functions, which also makes I/O handling process synchronized with the execution of the program.

But this is not good enough since our I/O should only be processed once each time the event comes up while our handling functions are examining the I/O state information to process in every main loop execution. So we should reset the I/O state variables in \textit{context} object every time an event has been handled, because handling functions are everywhere and their \textit{global} objects are not synchronized. But these reset states will be overwritten by the \textit{global} object in I/O component due to our above mechanism to avoid WAR. So the final solution is to create an additional property \textit{IOSynch} in \textit{context} object to signify whether the I/O event has just been handled. Every time when an I/O event is handling, we set the bit of this I/O state to 1. When the I/O component takes over the control flow, we first examine every \textit{IOSynch}: If it is set to 0, then we copy this I/O state in \textit{global} object into \textit{context} object, while if it is 1, we reset its value to 0.

4.6.2 Gobang Game

Gobang game (also known as Gomoku or Five in a Row) is an abstract strategy board game that players alternate in placing a checker of their color on an empty intersection of the chessboard. The winner is the first player to get an unbroken row of five stones horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. We developed the Gobang game prototype for UBCG Testbed to demonstrate the efficiency of offloading game engine’s computational complexity, artificial
intelligence (AI) in this context, to the cloud. Therefore, we implement the AI module as a component, which is feasible to migrate between cloud and players’ terminals and execute in these two different environments. A screenshot for developed Go Bang game is illustrated in Fig. 4.12.

Figure 4.12: Screenshot for Gobang Game

Three types of devices are employed in our evaluation, including an ASUS windows 7 personal computer (PC) with Intel Pentium G630 @2.70GHz CPU and 4.0 GB Internal Memory (RAM), an Apple iPad mini tablet with 1 GHz dual-core ARM Cortex-A9 CPU and 512 MB DDR2 RAM, and a LG G2 mobile phone with 2.26 GHz quad-core Snapdragon
800 processor, 2.0 GB RAM and Long-Term Evolution (LTE) networks module. Through public Wi-Fi network at UBC Vancouver campus and Fido LTE cellular data network service in Vancouver, these devices are utilized as players’ terminals to access the Gobang game deployed on UBCG Testbed hosting in Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2)[14].

![Figure 4.13: Response Latency Comparison in Gobang Game Prototype](image)

By repeating the Gobang game plays with certain chess steps, we conduct the experiments with schemes iterating different combination of devices and networks, such as PC-WiFi, iPad-WiFi, Mobile-WiFi and Mobile-LTE. For each scheme, we iterate three execution models (Testbed automatic optimization, all cloud execution and all terminal execution) and record two critical data: AI execution time and Player Experienced Latency. AI execution time is calculated by subtracting AI component invocation time from AI completing time, while the Player Experience Latency is a measurement of the time difference between the time a player placing a chess and the time the AI placing a

chess. These measurements are depicted as six schemes in Fig. 4.13.

Apparently, the numeric value of AI-Auto is closed to Latency-Auto, since their differences are caused by two-time network communications between terminals and the cloud. According to our measurement, WiFi and LTE network introduce additional 344.37 ms and 485.25 ms delay in average, respectively. These delays are negligible in these experiments. This is the reason that Mobile-WiFi exhibits nearly identical pattern to Mobile-LTE. The most remarkable phenomenon is that the cloud schemes reduce a huge proportion of response time in comparison to terminal schemes, this indicates the high computational complexity of designed AI components. Apparently, the AI component’s feature of high resource consumption makes it better to be executed in the powerful cloud. This conclusion is proved by another observation in our experimental series: all automatic optimization solutions choose to do this, resulting comparable performances between Auto and Cloud solutions.

### 4.6.3 3D Skeletal Game Engine

The 3D skeletal engine, our second prototype, aims to challenge UBCG Testbed’s capacity on rendering 3D game scenes. Besides the complexity of AI, modern games are also prone to create fantastic game scenes that consume a huge amount of terminal resources. Recent work [49] has explored the possibility of partial offloading for game scene renderings. The 3D skeletal engine is our understanding in this perspective. A 3D skeletal system (also know as the bone system) is a common technique used to create skeletal animations in video games. As the foundation of generating acting units, a skeletal animation consists of a skin mesh and an associated bone structure, so that the movement of the mesh is associated with the vertices of the bone, following an exactly same pattern in reality: human beings have a skeletal structure covering with muscles and skin on it. The developed 3D Skeletal
Game Engine consists of an animation editor and a 3D rendering module, which computes and draws action animations for a human and a dog, respectively. With Separate Skinning method and Forward Kinematics in OpenGL basic bone system\footnote{http://content.gpwiki.org/OpenGL:Tutorials:Basic_Bones_System} the implementation screenshot of a four-component prototype is illustrated in Fig. \ref{fig:3d_skeletal_game_engine}.

To validate and demonstrate the UBCG Testbed’s feature of cognitive task allocation to the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS). In order to explicitly control the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS). In order to explicitly control the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS). In order to explicitly control the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS). In order to explicitly control the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS). In order to explicitly control the network quality, we conduct experiments to measure the fluency of rendered animations by the numeric value of frame per second (FPS).
parameters between the cloud and terminals, we employ two identical computers to serve as cloud and client, which are equipped with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz processor, 8.00 GB installed memory (RAM) and 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. On the “cloud” side, we installed NetBalancer\textsuperscript{16} to control the bandwidth of NodeJS process in the cloud, for the purpose of simulating the variance of network quality in real-world cases.

We design our experiments in two aspects. First, there should be comparisons between automatic optimization and all potential partitioning schemes. Since 3D skeletal game engine contains four components, an iteration of their possible partitioning makes \(2^4 = 16\) schemes. Therefore, we divide the total experiment time into equal 16 slides for each scheme. Second, we also concern about the engine’s different performance over different network bandwidth. Hence, we repeat the experiments three times, with bandwidth settings of 1000 KB/S, 500 KB/S and 100 KB/S, respectively.

Fig.4.15 shows the results of above experiments. The average FPS of each time slot (5 seconds per slot) indicates the fluency of rendered animation at the specific time period. We can conclude from the comparison between different bandwidth schemes that, network quality plays an important role in the proposed real-time rendering prototype. The resulting FPS decrease from around 48 to around 18, when the bandwidth falls from 1000 KB/S to 500 KB/S. Things get worse if the network bandwidth is reduced to 100 KB/S, UBCG Testbed can only render the 3D skeleton at FPS rate of 5, which is only 10\% of the 1000KB/S case. The good part of this experiment is that, it proves the efficiency of UBCG Testbed. Under all three network conditions, the cognitive engine does a great job in seeking optimal partitioning solutions for the prototype: Auto series outperforms Iteration series almost all the time. In addition, we derive very similar patterns from the three iteration schemes: the 1st, 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 16th

\textsuperscript{16}https://netbalancer.com/
allocations reach the optimal FPS rate, while the rests fall to the bottom. This is a result of allocation strategy and the communication methodology between components.

4.6.4 Robocode Tank Game

The idea of the third game prototype, Robocode Tank, comes from a famous open source educational game Robocode\(^\text{17}\) which is a programming game to develop a robot battle tank to battle against other tanks in Java or .NET. The robots are controlled by competitors’ AI codes and their battles are running in real-time and on-screen. Our Robocode Tank

\(^{17}\text{http://robocode.sourceforge.net/}\)
game prototype inherits all features of Robocode and places an additional tank controlled by players into the battlefield. Screenshot for implemented tank game is illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

Since the system performance of Robocode tank game is subject to the complexities of tank AIs, we only demonstrate the cognitive capacity of UBCG Testbed with 3 gaming sessions. We create 4 AI controlled tanks as four components, running on the same canvas for competition. Each tank conducts itinerary planning algorithm with random
computational load, which is simulated by a loop repeating from 1 to 10000 times with uniform distribution. In our experiment, UBCG testbed is hosted in the EC2 Ubuntu Linux instance at us-west-2a zone, accessing through UBC Vancouver campus WiFi network. All of these three gaming sessions are conducted in a Google Chrome browser on a Windows 2012R2 PC with Intel Core i5-4670 @3.40GHz CPU and 6.0 GB Internal Memory (RAM). As shown in Fig. 4.17, these players all experienced very low FPS rate at the beginning of the gaming sessions, while the testbed eventually provided an optimal partitioning solutions for them (around 60 FPS). Note that, the solution search time for these three players are distinct from each other, because of the ever-changing real-time system status.
4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a cognitive, flexible and promising gaming platform for mobile cloud gaming, which supports click-and-play, intelligent resource allocation and partial offline execution. Unlike previous work on cloud games, we have proposed a component-based game structure and designed specific mechanisms to facilitate the envisioned objectives, such as dynamic onloading process, partitioning, synchronization and redirection services for partial offline execution. We discussed the enabling technology and implemented the proposed platform as a pure JavaScript solution. Extensive experiments were performed to show that the adaptive partitioning is able to provide an optimal solution in terms of overall latency. For the future work, we focus on the following directions: i) To better scheduling and resource management, we need to measure the computational performance of game components, both in the cloud and mobile devices. In addition, the communication between these components should also be measured. ii) The platform should accurately, timely and efficiently measure, evaluate and predict the real-time system environment, to provide a reference for QoE-oriented adaption. iii) Instead of overall latency, we should consider more sophisticated models with more impact factors, such as computational performance, network bandwidth, battery percentage, etc.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this chapter, we conclude the presented works in this thesis and also suggest several topics for future work.

5.1 Conclusions

- In Chapter 2, we have investigated a novel cloud gaming framework in which multiple players in the same game scene can share their video frames with each other. It is facilitated by an ad hoc cloudlet, which consists of a secondary P2P network. We have investigated the feasibility of video sharing by modeling the correlations among video frames from different players and the avatars’ behaviors in the gaming sessions. Furthermore, we have explicitly formulated the proposed system, including mobility of terminal devices and diversity of network quality of service for distinct players. Optimal encoding schemes and heuristic algorithms that derive scalable solutions have been introduced in our work. An empirical study on Diablo II and extensive trace-driven simulation results have been presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed QoE optimization scheme and the efficiency of the heuristic algorithms. This study has demonstrated the potential of optimizing players’ QoE by exploring correlations among peer devices’ gaming videos. For future research, the correlations among videos from different game genres, e.g., the first-persons and the second-persons, should be investigated. In
addition, improving the encoding efficiency in the cloud and the decoding capacity in the terminals are also critical challenges.

- In Chapter 3, we have presented the idea of decomposed cloud gaming systems and modeled the cognitive resource management for decomposed cloud gaming. As the core of the proposed system, the resource management issues were formulated as an optimal cut problem in a weighted graph. By theoretical analysis and simulations, we have demonstrated the flexibility of the proposed system over diverse optimization targets. In order to efficiently derive the optimal solutions with different optimization targets, two heuristic algorithms have been proposed and evaluated. We have presented extensive simulations and testbed-based experimental results to show that the cognitive platform provides great efficiency in terms of resource minimization and throughput optimization while guaranteeing the QoS requirements for game sessions. We learned from this research that decomposition and dynamic partitioning methodologies can be applied to gaming programs. However, the inter-component communications in these programs should satisfy certain requirements. The next step of this study should be the empirical measurements of game software, emphasizing on the invocation features among independent modules.

- In Chapter 4, we have discussed the design issues in developing decomposed cloud gaming system and presented a design of a cognitive and flexible system for ubiquitous cloud gaming, which supports click-and-play, intelligent resource allocation and partial offline execution. Unlike previous work on cloud games, we have proposed a component-based game structure and designed specific mechanisms to facilitate the envisioned objectives, such as dynamic onloading process, partitioning, synchronization and redirection services for partial offline execution.
We discussed the enabling technology and implemented the very first testbed in a pure JavaScript solution. Three prototype games have been developed to validate the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed decomposed cloud gaming system. One of the most important lessons we learnt from this study is that there are still a number of difficulties in the development of decomposed software. Future work in this topic should investigate better encapsulation methods for independent modules.

## 5.2 Suggestions for Future Work

In the following, we consider several interesting possibilities for extension of the current work.

### 5.2.1 Cloud Gaming Engages More Multiplayer Games

The gaming industry has seen a shift towards games with multiplayer facilities. A larger percentage of games on all types of platforms include some form of competitive online multiplayer capability. However, researchers in cloud gaming have yet to explore the huge potential of cloud gaming in multiplayer scenarios, which involve more than one players in the same game environment at the same time. In such scenarios, players can interact with each other in partnership, competition, or rivalry, which provide them with opportunities for social communication that is absent in single-player games. We define multiplayer games as either massively multiplayer online role-playing games (MMORPGs) (e.g., World of Warcraft, Lineage) or small-scale networked games (e.g., StarCraft, Diablo, League of Legends). Due to the rapid developments in both computer and broadband network technologies, MMORPGs have become a very important part of the online entertainment industry nowadays. Game players tend to get connected to play games with a group of peers instead of against artificial intelligence. This change enhances the gameplay experience and
makes more players become attached to this type of entertainment. Similarly, small-scale networked games are also attracting many players, due to their flexibility to form groups to conduct short sessions of gaming. In fact, applying cloud gaming concept to multiplayer gaming introduces additional benefits as follows:

1. **Nature of Connectivity:** A critical drawback of the cloud gaming paradigm is the indispensable network connectivity. Indeed, an overhead is incurred to establish and maintain the network connections between the cloud and players terminals during the gaming session. This may be a reason that has kept customers away from cloud gaming. However, this worry is unlikely to impact the decisions of end users when it comes to multiplayer games, since network access is already mandatory for such games.

2. **Temporary Engagement:** An important feature of cloud gaming is to enable gameplay without download and installation. This nature of click-and-play becomes more attractive in a multiplayer scenario where people in proximity are engaged to play the same game temporarily. For instance, several friends in a party might decide to play some video games together but they could not find a game that is installed in all their smartphones. In this case, the benefit of click-and-play cloud gaming becomes self-evident.

3. **Gaming Fairness:** How to achieve fairness between multiplayer is a crucial issue in designing online games. As the players are competing with each other in the same game scene, the system should respond to their actions immediately. Players of a conventional online game may suffer from unfairness, especially when the QoS (e.g., latency, packet loss rate) of their network connections varies. With cloud gaming, players gaming instances are hosted in the cloud. Hence, the message exchanges between game instances occur inside the cloud, which makes it easier to
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maintain a guaranteed QoS. The cloud gaming system may be able to adapt itself to a terminal’s network to provide better fairness. For example, previous research proposed to adjust rendering parameters to reduce video quality for those players with poor network access. By reducing the video quality, players with less capable devices or experiencing poor network conditions can be treated fairly in multiplayer games.

Research challenges include: i) **Video Sharing:** Video sharing cooperative cloud gaming reduces bandwidth consumption with cooperative encoding. However, it also brings several challenges and research issues. First, introducing reference-based encoding brings additional overhead to the system, such as increased workload in the video encoder servers. A common assumption in cloud computing paradigm is that all game engines and video encoder server are extremely powerful to perform the encoding, due to scalable computing resources. However, the cost of cloud resources cannot be neglected in practice. Hence, optimization inside the cloud should be considered. Second, decoding video frames from predicted images require additional cloudlet support, or using an ad hoc networking model that enables terminals to decode the videos cooperatively. Energy consumption of the mobile terminals to perform the tasks of cooperative video decoding and ad hoc network communications can be a critical issue. Furthermore, system performance in the presence of device mobility could also be an important issue. ii) **Cooperative Component Sharing:** Component sharing cooperative cloud gaming should be built upon the concept of component-based gaming architecture. The most commonly seen challenge for such an architecture is the decomposition complexity, or, to be more specific, the decomposition level (e.g., data level, task level, function level). The decomposition level defines the frequency that components interact with each other, and thus the rate of data exchange between components. It is actually the determining factor
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in the ad-hoc cloudlet based gaming architecture. Since components could be remotely executed, a high data exchange rate (high decomposition level) between remote components could be highly detrimental to both the system performance and communication cost. As the decomposition level varies with game genre, how to find the appropriate level of decomposition remains the biggest challenge. Furthermore, the beacon messages and the memory used to acquire and store the neighbors gaming statuses are overheads that require further modeling and analysis. Moreover, efficient and decentralized service discovery, device discovery, and membership management mechanisms should be carefully designed to ensure the scalability of the system.

5.2.2 Novel Gaming Paradigm Convergence in Cloud

Cloud computing provides additional opportunities for novel games paradigms, such as virtual reality (VR) games, augmented-reality games and context-aware games.

1. **Virtual Reality Cloud Gaming:** VR games have been talked about for years, but we have yet to see many of them become available to the market. A number of leading companies, such as Oculus, Valve and HTC, are on their way to produce high-quality equipment to facilitate VR games. If realized, the industry then needs to start building content for this new and potentially “game changing” platform as quickly as possible. However, the real-time rendering of omnipresent 3D scenes requires very strong graphical computation power, which might limit the application of VR games. A potential solution involves the cloud, as it provides rich resource up in the clusters, e.g., NVIDIA GRID, etc. The high volume of memories and computational power make the infinite virtual world for the players become possible.

2. **Augmented-Reality Cloud Gaming:** Project Glass is a research and development program by Google to develop an augmented reality head-mounted
display [90]. In contrast to traditional mobile devices, Google Glasses provide a hands-free display of information on the lenses, integrating the virtual display to the reality in one’s vision. In addition, the device enables people to interact with the Internet via natural language voice command. Therefore, it is a perfect solution for augmented-reality cloud games, which can be launched while people are walking. A typical augmented-reality cloud gaming can be demonstrated by the following examples. The camera on the glasses continuously captures the player’s vision in real-time, and the device transmits the video to the cloud via a wireless network. In the cloud-end, the video analyzer processes the video images with sophisticated artificial intelligence technologies, such as pattern recognition. The game logic in the cloud then creates gaming contents and delivers them to the game players. These virtual gaming contents, such as coins and bombs, can be displayed in the real scenarios through the lenses. Therefore, the system provides the players a gaming world with mixed virtual and real items. During the gaming session, the players should move their bodies or their vision angles to interact with those virtual items, in order to achieve the designed gaming goals. This type of games can be used in daily exercise and for health-care purposes. However, how to guarantee the safety of players during the gaming session remains a critical issue for game designers.

3. Context-Aware Cloud Gaming: An example of context-aware cloud gaming is gaming onboard a vehicle. People nowadays prefer to entertain themselves with games when they are trying to pass time onboard a bus or subway train. The mobility of a vehicle provides a new gaming experience for players. In this gaming scenario, the vehicular game reports Global Positioning System (GPS) information to the cloud via a wireless network, so that the cloud is able to deliver corresponding gaming
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contents to the mobile devices. For example, when the player is in the urban area, the environment of the game is set to be in the crowd and is busy; when the player is in the suburb area, virtual wild animals might appear in the game and attack the avatar. Furthermore, the game also collects the mobility information with its equipped accelerators and the cloud utilizes these sensed data to facilitate various gaming contents. For example, when the vehicle is accelerating, the avatar in the game will enter a speed-up mode, such that the player has less response time to deal with the challenges in the game. In addition, with the assistance of the cloud, the game is able to search for peer players, e.g., those in the same vehicle, thus introducing more interactive gaming scenarios such as encountered challenges.
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Appendix A

Proof of Theorem 2.6

In the $n \times n$ solution matrix $M$, we define: i) Two-node loop: $\exists i,j \in \{1,2,...,n\}$ and $i \neq j$, s.t. $M_{ij} \cdot M_{ji} = 1$, ii) Three-node loop: $\exists i,j,k \in \{1,2,...,n\}$ and $i \neq j,j \neq k,k \neq i$, s.t. $M_{ij} \cdot M_{jk} \cdot M_{ki} = 1$, iii) Similarly for higher order loops. Denote $Q = M^2$, such that,

$$q_{ij} = \sum_{h=1}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hj} \quad (A.1)$$

Note that, since $M_{ij} \in \{0,1\}$, $M^k_{ij} = M_{ij}$ for $k = 1,2,...,n$, then we derive:

$$q_{ii} = \sum_{h=1}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} = M_{ii}^2 + \sum_{h=1 \atop h \neq i}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} \quad (A.2)$$

$$tr(Q) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_{ii} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (M_{ii} + \sum_{h=1 \atop h \neq i}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_{ii} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{h=1 \atop h \neq i}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} \right) = tr(M) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{h=1 \atop h \neq i}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} \right) \quad (A.3)$$

Since $M_{ij} \in \{0,1\}$, if there is no two-node loop, then,
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\[ M_{ij} \cdot M_{ji} = 0, \forall i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\} \text{ and } i \neq j \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)

Thus,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\sum_{h=1}^{n} M_{ih} \cdot M_{hi}) = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

therefore,

\[ tr(Q) = tr(M^2) = tr(M) \]  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

Now, let \( X = M^3 = Q \cdot M \), if there is no two-node loop, we derive:

\[
x_{ii} = \sum_{h=1}^{n} q_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} = M_{ii} \cdot q_{ii} + \sum_{h=1}^{n} q_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} \\
= M_{ii}^3 + \sum_{h=1}^{n} q_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} = M_{ii} + \sum_{h=1}^{n} q_{ih} \cdot M_{hi} \\
= M_{ii} + \sum_{h=1}^{n} \left( \sum_{v=1}^{n} M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi} \right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)
Thus,

\[ tr(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_{ii} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (M_{ii} + \sum_{h=1}^{n} \sum_{v=1}^{n} M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi}) \]

\[ = \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_{ii} + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{h \neq i}^{n} \sum_{v \neq i}^{n} M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi} \]

\[ = tr(M) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{h \neq i}^{n} \sum_{v \neq i}^{n} M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi} \]

(A.8)

Since \( M_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \), if there is no three-node loop,

\[ \forall i, v, h \in \{1, 2, ..., n\}, i \neq v \neq h \neq i \]

\[ M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi} = 0 \]

(A.9)

thus,

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{h \neq i}^{n} \sum_{v \neq i}^{n} M_{iv} \cdot M_{vh} \cdot M_{hi} = 0 \]

(A.10)

Therefore,

\[ tr(X) = tr(M^3) = tr(M) \]

(A.11)

Using the same approach for higher order loops, we conclude that, to guarantee loop-free solution, the following equation shall be satisfied:

\[ \forall p \in \{1, 2, ..., n\}, tr(M^p) = tr(M) \]

(A.12)